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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is devoted to the semantic analysis of a class of verbal expressions that
describe a change in a gradable property. More than at substantial theoretical innovations,
it aims at mapping out the empirical territory in greater detail and thereby restricting the
space of viable analyses.

Since the overwhelming majority of the verbs in question is deadjectival, chapter 1
gives an overview on the relevant aspects of scalar adjectives, centering around the issue of
scale properties. While the general thrust of Christopher Kennedy and collaborators’ work
in this area seems to be correct, it will be demonstrated that once modifiers are taken into
account, things get significantly complicated and questions about compositionality and the
relation between formal semantic and conceptual meaning arise.

Chapter 2 presents the phenomenology of verbs of scalar change on the basis of the
findings about adjectives from the previous chapter. Their different readings are classified
into comparative and positive endstate readings and in continuation of work by Hay (1998)
and Kearns (2007), their relationship to the structure of the underlying scale is explored. In
particular, it is argued that the existence of positive endstate readings is linked to the scale
being closed at one end or the other. In the process, the inclusion of degree modifiers into
the picture is demonstrated to be of importance. Finally, it is pointed out that the existence
of such different readings extends slightly beyond the class of verbs derived from gradable
adjectives into the locative domain.

In the 3rd chapter, existing attempts to capture the ambiguity between the two readings
are reviewed and evaluated against the empirical background from the preceding chapters.
It turns out that it fails to properly take into account degree modifiers, and that verbs with
scales that are closed from below have been generally ignored. Consequently, this is where
the best of existing theories, which is that of Kennedy and Levin (2008), is found wanting.

The final chapter tries to make some contribution to progress in this area. It is proposed
to accept the ambiguity as real and state it in terms of morphological underspecification,
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which allows the choice between different degree operators for certain verbs, and a sketch
of an implementation in a decompositional framework is given. After this, some further
questions that arise from this point of view are posed, and finally, two constructions that
involve verbs of scalar change together with directional presuppositional phrases are de-
scribed which have to my knowledge not been taken into consideration anywhere. Their
analysis, however, awaits further research on the nature of adjectives and path construc-
tions.
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CHAPTER 1

ON ADJECTIVES WITH SCALES

Degree semantics is a successful approach to the formal modelling of the meaning
of gradable adjectives. It assumes the logical type d of degrees, and adjectives are then
analyzed as involving a measure function of type ed somewhere in there semantics, which
maps individuals onto degree in a certain dimension (e. g. a longish object to its length in
the case of the function LENGTH). These degrees make up a scale, which is ordered by the
greater than-relation >.

Such scales can be open or have a maximum or a minimum, depending on how a certain
property is conceptualized in human cognition. The scale of length, for instance, which is
the range of the measure function LENGTH, is open: there is no maximal or minimal length.
Of course, something cannot have a length at all, by being an abstract object with no spatial
extension. But then we cannot say that this entity is maximally short; it makes no sense to
talk about its length at all, because the measure function is not defined for it. Therefore, we
can safely say that length is conceptualized as having an open scale.

The scale of purity, on the other hand, has a maximum: once an amount of a substance
contains no trace of any other substance, it is maximally pure. Conversely, the scale of
impurity1 has a minimum: the maximum of the purity scale.2 Finally, there are scales like
the fullness scale that are totally closed, i. e. they have both a maximum and a minimum: a
container can be completely empty or completely full.

1There is a debate about the precise nature of the relationship between the scales of polar antonyms, see
von Stechow (1984b), Kennedy (2001), and the abundant literature therein. This is irrelevant for the purposes
of this discussion and will therefore be ignored. Recent attempts by Büring (2007a, 2007b), Heim (2008) and
Beck (2011) to decompose negative adjectives are more relevant, but will nonetheless not be considered.

2From now on, we will use upper-closed and lower-closed synonymously with closed from above and
closed from below, respectively.
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1.1 Scales and Modifiers

The properties of their scales influence the behavior of adjectives in various ways,
which we will try to explore in this chapter.

1.1 Scales and Modifiers

Adverbial modifiers have been observed to be sensitive to scale structure and since been
used as diagnostics. In the following, I will review the distribution of the most important
ones and point out that they are not as trustworthy as has been assumed. Not only do they,
to varying extents, combine with adjectives with different scale structures, but they also go
with predicates that are not gradable adjectives, but still seem to involve some notion of
scalarity.

1.1.1 Completely

Perhaps most prominently, completely is standardly used as an indicator of an upper-
closed scale (cf. e. g. Rotstein and Winter 2004 and Kennedy and McNally 2005). With
adjectives that have a scale maximum, its use indicates that that scale maximum is reached
by the subject of predication.

(1.1) a. The skirt is completely dry.
b. Peter is completely healthy.
c. The rod is completely straight.

With such adjectives, two things that differ in their value cannot both be completely A.

(1.2) a. #Both skirts are completely dry, but the blue one is even drier than the green
one.

b. #Both Peter and John are completely healthy, but Peter is even healthier than
John.3

c. #Both rods are completely straight, but this one is even straighter than the
other one.

3Of course, if healthy in the comparative is interpreted as the antonym of unhealthy and not that of sick,
then the contradiction disappears, although the sentence of course retains some oddness.
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1 On Adjectives with Scales

But completely can also modify adjectives that supposedly do not have an upper-closed
scale.

(1.3) a. This idea is completely stupid.
b. The soup is completely cold.
c. The towels are completely dirty.

With these, contradictions of the above kind are not as strong:

(1.4) a. ?This idea is completely stupid, but John’s proposal is even more stupid.
b. ?Of course the vegetable soup is completely cool, but the noodle soup is even

cooler.
c. ?Both towels are completely dirty, but the red one is actually even a little more

dirty than the blue one.

It is said that in such cases, completely indicates a very high degree (Kennedy and McNally
2005, Kearns 2007). But this cannot be all there is to it, as there are open-scale adjectives
that it is incompatible with.

(1.5) a. #The gap is completely wide.
b. #This tree is completely tall.
c. #John is completely smart.

Completely is also not restricted to modifying gradable adjectives.

(1.6) a. The control rods are now completely inside the reactor.
b. ?*The control rods are now more inside the reactor.
c. The control rods are now further inside the reactor.

(1.7) a. The snail retreated completely into its house.

(1.8) a. Peter’s hands were completely blue from the ink.
b. Peter’s hands were ?more blue/?*bluer than John’s.

(1.9) a. The squirrel is completely dead now.
b. *The squirrel is deader than the raccoon.

(1.10) a. The door is completely open now.

13



1.1 Scales and Modifiers

b. *The door is opener than the window.

It is therefore not clear whether and where completely is ever a true degree modifier. Often it
seems to universally quantify over parts or (abstractly) aspects of the subject. For instance,
(1.6) means that the whole control rods were inside, i. e. that no part of them was still
outside. Similarly, (1.3a) perhaps means that there is no sensible aspect to the idea. Still,
this doesn’t account for its use with open and dead in (1.10) and (1.9).

When we look at the German counterparts of completely, things get even more messy.
There are altogether four words that are used to translate completely in various overlapping
contexts: ganz, völlig, vollständig and vollkommen. Their distributions vary slightly, and
what exactly they are sensitive to, I cannot tell. In fact, the judgments are not even very
clear.

(1.11) a. Die
the

Tür
door

war
was

ganz/?*völlig/?vollständig/*vollkommen
GANZ/ VÖLLIG/ VOLLSTÄNDIG/ VOLLKOMMEN

offen/zu.
open/shut

‘The door was completely open/shut.’
b. Der

the
Fisch
fish

war
was

ganz/?*völlig/vollständig/*vollkommen
GANZ/ VÖLLIG/ VOLLSTÄNDIG/ VOLLKOMMEN

in
in

der
the

Pfanne.
pan.
‘The fish was completely inside the pan.’

c. Das
the

Seil
rope

war
was

ganz/völlig/?vollständig/vollkommen
GANZ/ VÖLLIG/ VOLLSTÄNDIG/ VOLLKOMMEN

gerade.
straight

‘The rope was completey straight.’
d. Die

the
Idee
idea

war
was

ganz/völlig/??vollständig/vollkommen
GANZ/ VÖLLIG/ VOLLSTÄNDIG/ VOLLKOMMEN

idiotisch.
idiotic

‘The idea was completely idiotic.’
e. Peters

Peter’s
Bücher
books

lagen
lay

ganz/völlig/*vollständig/vollkommen
GANZ/ VÖLLIG/ VOLLSTÄNDIG/ VOLLKOMMEN

verstreut
scattered

herum.
around

‘Peter’s books lay around completely scattered.’
f. Peter

Peter
war
was

schon
already

ganz/*völlig/*vollständig/*vollkommen
GANZ/ VÖLLIG/ VOLLSTÄNDIG/ VOLLKOMMEN

oben
OBEN

auf
on

dem
the

Berg.
mountain

‘Peter was already right on the top of the mountain.’
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1 On Adjectives with Scales

Apparently, none of these modifiers can be said to be an unambiguous degree modifier or
only to quantify over parts of the subject. In fact, ganz in (1.11f) does not look like either.4

Facts about completely

(i) prefers closed scales, but does not always require them; sometimes even
compatible with non-gradable adjectives

(ii) also compatible with some locative expressions

(iii) seems to have several readings, including quantification about parts

(iv) has various German counterparts which have different, but unclear distributions

(v) incompatible with the comparative

These facts should make us wary about using completely as a diagnostic for closed
scales.

1.1.2 Almost

Almost occurs most readily with upper-closed scales:

(1.12) a. The skirt is almost dry.
b. Peter is almost healthy.
c. The rod is almost straight.

It does, however, also modify other gradable adjectives with varying degrees of acceptabil-
ity.

(1.13) a. The soup is almost cold.
b. ??This idea is almost stupid.
c. ??Peter is almost smart.
d. ?The towels are almost dirty.
e. #The tree is almost high.

4See 2.4.2 for more on quasi-scalar locative expressions.
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1.1 Scales and Modifiers

If a numerical measure phrase is given, almost is perfectly acceptable:

(1.14) The tree is almost 15m high.

Almost also easily co-occurs with completely, and sometimes with the comparative.

(1.15) a. The skirt is almost completely dry.
b. The soup is almost completely cold.
c. This idea is almost completely stupid.
d. The towels are almost completely dirty.

(1.16) Peter is now almost taller than his brother.

Finally, there are also quasi-scalar locative expression that it appears with:

(1.17) Die
the

Regelstäbe
control.rods

sind
are

jetzt
now

fast
almost

drinnen.
inside

a. ‘The control rods are almost completely inside the reactor.’
b. ‘The control rods have almost reached the point of insertion.’

Both the syntax and the compositional semantics of almost as a cross-categorial modifier
are not clear in detail. But the fact that the use of almost with adjectives that do not have
upper-closed scales is more limited than that of completely (cf. (1.3) vis-á-vis (1.13)) sug-
gests that almost is in fact a more reliable diagnostic of a closed scale.

Facts about almost

(i) strongly prefers closed scales, only rarely compatible with open scales

(ii) compatible with some locative expressions

(iii) can co-occur with completely and proportional modifiers

(iv) compatible with the comparative

16



1 On Adjectives with Scales

1.1.3 Slightly

Slightly and the synonymous a bit,5 are said to require scales closed from below in their
basic interpretation.6

(1.18) a. The skirt is slightly dirty.
b. John is slightly sick.
c. The gold was slightly impure.

They can, however, also occur with many, though not all, open-scale adjectives, in which
case they are apparently interpreted as slightly more than usual or slightly too.

(1.19) a. A slightly short man entered the café.
b. John is slightly corpulent.
c. The movie was slightly long.
d. Peter is slightly stupid.
e. Isn’t that slightly expensive?
f. ??Peter is slightly smart.

Like completely, it also has uses with adjectives that are not generally gradable.

(1.20) a. Peters hands were slightly blue from the ink.
b. The door was slightly open.
c. The snail retreated slightly into its house.

Apparently, slightly can adapt rather easily, and quite possibly its meaning does not
really rely on closed scales. It therefore doesn’t look like an all too reliable diagnostic.

5In the following, all examples will use slightly.
6Cf. Rotstein and Winter 2004, Kennedy and McNally 2005.
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1.1 Scales and Modifiers

Facts about slightly

(i) can take a scale minimum as the reference value, but has also other ways of
picking a reference value

(ii) compatible with the comparative, with the standard of comparison as the
reference value

(iii) has an interpretation pertaining to parts of the subject like completely

1.1.4 Proportional Modifiers

Proportional modifiers are words like half, a quarter and partially. These most often
occur with scales that are closed on both ends. The most frequent antonym pair with that
property is full, empty, another may be transparent, opaque.

(1.21) a. The glass is half/a quarter/partially full.
b. The tank is half/a quarter/partially empty.
c. The shirt is half/a quarter/partially transparent.
d. The lense is half/a quarter/partially opaque.

Like completely, they can also be used with certain non-gradable adjectives.

(1.22) a. The squirrely is half dead.
b. The door is half open.
c. Peter’s hands are half blue.

When combined with open-scale adjectives, they seem to quantify over parts of the subject,
as is already the case in (1.22c):7

(1.23) a. The table is half wet.
b. The table is partially wet.

7Temperature adjectives seem to be an exception to this:

(i) The soup is already half cool.

We shall argue later (in section 1.3) that the relevant meaning of them does in fact employ a closed scale.
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1 On Adjectives with Scales

Sometimes, at least the “numerical” proportional modifiers like half (as opposed to partial,
which only seems to mean something like “not completely”) are downright impossible,
apparently because the subject cannot be partitioned sufficiently precisely.

(1.24) a. #This idea is half stupid.
b. ?This idea is partially stupid, but it does have some good aspects, too.

At least the numerical proportional modifiers, then, look rather reliable as long as one
makes sure that the adjective one is dealing with is gradable. Unfortunately, the class that
can be so identified is very small.

1.2 Adjectival Standards

In degree semantics, it is not possible to derive the meaning of the comparative from the
meaning of the positive. Therefore, both are derived from a common core. The (morpho-
logically generally invisible) positive operator is responsible for transforming the meaning
of the adjective root into a predicate. One common option is to analyze the adjective it-
self as a relation between individuals and degrees.8 This gives rise to the meanings in
(1.25), where STND is a context-dependent function that selects a degree that the subject of
predication must equal or exceed in order for the positive of the adjective to hold.

(1.25) a. [[tall]] = λx ∈ De.λd ∈ Dd.HEIGHT(x)≥ d

b. [[POS]] = λA ∈ De(dt).λx.A(x)(STND(A))

c. [[POS]]([[tall]]) = λx ∈ De.HEIGHT(x)≥ STND(HEIGHT)

The alternative taken by Kennedy and some others9 is to analyze the adjective as referring
directly to the measure function.

(1.26) a. [[tall]] = HEIGHTed

b. [[POS]] = λg ∈ Ded.λx ∈ De.g(x)≥ STND(g)

c. [[POS]]([[tall]]) = λx ∈ De.HEIGHT(x)≥ STND(HEIGHT)

8This is what we find in Cresswell (1976), von Stechow (1984a), Heim (2001) and Schwarzschild and
Wilkinson (2002), among many others.

9Cf. Kennedy (1997), Kennedy and McNally (2005) and Kennedy and Levin (2008).
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1.2 Adjectival Standards

Which of those two options is chosen does not matter for the questions in this chapter.
Since a significant part of the relevant literature is formulated in terms of the latter, we will
go with that.

1.2.1 Scales and the Standard

According to one view, scale structure plays a crucial role in determining the standard
of an adjective.

So-called relative adjectives have a totally open scale and the standard is contextually
determined by reference to a comparison class. According to Kennedy (2007), the standard
function STND picks out a degree above which objects stand out with respect to the relevant
property relative to the comparison class.

Absolute adjectives, on the other hand, have a closed scale, and their standard is said to
be context-independent.10 Adjectives with upper-closed scales, which are also called total

adjectives, use the maximum of the scale as their standard. Adjectives with scales from
below, or partial adjectives, take the minimum. In that case, ≥ in the definition of POS is
assumed to be changed to > by some triviality-avoiding mechanism.

Kennedy posits a principle of Interpretive Economy to explain the difference between
relative and absolute adjectives:

(1.27) Interpretive Economy

Maximize the contribution of the conventional meanings of the elements of a
sentence to the computation of its truth conditions.
(Kennedy 2007, (66))

When a scale has a minimum or a maximum, then this degree already stands out in a
relevant sense. Therefore, recourse to a contextually determined comparison class is un-
necessary. Of course, the principle’s formulation is very vague, and it is not clear what it
actually contributes to the explanation.

10Cf. Cruse (1980), Rossdeutscher (1992), Kennedy and McNally (2005).
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1 On Adjectives with Scales

1.2.2 Standard Variability

There are some doubts about the complete context-independence of absolute adjectives.
Foppolo and Panzeri’s (2011) experimental study shows that under the right conditions,
speakers are actually prepared to use a contextual, comparison-class-based standard also
for maximum standard adjectives: when presented with pictures of one normal, crooked
and one surprisingly straight banana, 92% chose the straighter banana when asked to select
“the straight banana.” However, in an analogous case with abstract objects, 82% refused to
make a choice.

Furthermore, it seems that a relative interpretation can be forced by explicitly mention-
ing a comparison class:

(1.28) a. This one is straight for a banana.
b. Max sits straight for a teenage boy.
c. John is healthy for a miner.
d. You look perfect for someone who has just been through a thunderstorm.

Topicalization of the for-phrase seems to me to be preferred. This is not suprising, as topi-
calization of the for-phrase generally conveys that the standard has been somehow lowered
from the usual.

(1.29) For a teenage boy, Max sits straight, but then of course no teenage boy sits really
straight.

This means that Kennedy’s Interpretive Economy cannot be an absolute principle, but that
its application itself would have to be governed by the context. It would basically come
to mean “Maximize the contribution of conventional elements, except if this doesn’t make
much sense in the context.”

Another objection that has been raised is that adjectives like dry can show both abso-
lute and relative behaviors when used in slightly different senses. Kennedy and McNally
(2005) argue that these are in fact two related, but separate, adjectives. Absolute dry says
something about the amount of moisture present in or on an object at a given time. Relative
dry has a dispositional flavor in that it says something about the amount of humidity one
has to expect over time. It does not exclude heavy rain if it occurs rarely enough. Weak
evidence for ambiguity in this case comes from the weirdness of having both senses of dry
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1.2 Adjectival Standards

in one comparative structure:

(1.30) ??This table is drier than the Sahara.

If one and the same measure function were involved, we would expect such comparison to
be possible, but in fact, the intended reading is impossible. However, Husband (forthcom-
ing) notes that the two meanings of dry are also distinguished in that one is a stage level
and the other an individual level predicate.

In any case, Husband (forthcoming) considers it desirable to treat such adjectives with
standard variability in a unified way. While the original motivation for this proposal may
or may not be flawed, it turns out that it could be used to treat the banana examples above.
He suggests that UG provides us with three different positive operators. This could also
account for the first two objections.

(1.31) a. [[POS1]] = λg.λx.g(x)≥ ST-OUTc(g)11

b. [[POS2]] = λg.λx.g(x) = MAX(g)

c. [[POS3]] = λg.λx.g(x)> MIN(g)

The choice between these is obviously restricted by semantic compatibility: MAX and
MIN may or may not be defined for a given measure function. The question this ambiguity
raises is of course why relative interpretations of absolute adjective are dispreferred. For
Kennedy, the problem is the context- and scale-dependent definition of the STND function,
and for Husband, it is basically the choice between three different standard functions.12

One obvious candidate for an explanation is pragmatics. Husband (forthcoming) sug-
gests that absolute interpretations are more informative and therefore somehow preferred.
This would essentially be a generalization of the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis.13 But of
course, this cannot work for POS3, which is minimally informative.

Husband claims that the reason may also be of psycholinguistic nature in that the fre-
quency of absolute interpretations weakens the availability of the relative interpretation of

11Actually, Husband’s formula shows the STND function. However, we shall reserve this name for
Kennedy’s function, which can also pick out the maximum or minimum of a scale. It is clear that Hus-
band has in mind the context- and comparison-class-dependent STAND-OUT function that is used in relative
adjectives.

12One difference is that Husband doesn’t need an additional triviality-avoiding mechanism to change ≥
MIN(g) to > MIN(g).

13Cf. Dalrymple et al. (1994), who introduced it to cope with (non-)ambiguity in reciprocals.
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1 On Adjectives with Scales

absolute adjectives. It is not clear what the exact mechanism for this would be. My best
guess would be that we are not particularly used to determining contextual standards for
absolute adjectives and figuring out the right comparison classes and therefore chose the
maximal standard as the path of the least resistance.

However, it is not clear that Husband’s ambiguity proposal for POS fares any worse in
this respect than Kennedy’s view. In fact, the contrary seems to be the case. To the extent
that the principle of interpretive economy is at all explanatory, it is even more so when
applied to the choice between positive operators, since in that case it can be assigned a
much clearer meaning: disprefer the item with a context-dependent meaning. Since POS1

is context dependent and the other two are not, we get a preference for the maximum or
minimum standard.

1.2.3 More Problems with Absolute Adjectives

There are some other phenomena around absolute adjectives to be explained. If the
standard were strictly maximal, it would be difficult to see where, for a total adjective T ,
the difference between the default interpretation of T and completely T lies. Rotstein and
Winter (2004) claim that for two objects to be clean, they need not be equally (and therefore
not maximally) clean:

(1.32) Both towels are clean but the red towel is cleaner than the blue one.
(Rotstein and Winter 2004, (3))

The addition of completely makes the sentence contradictory:

(1.33) #Both towels are completely clean but the red towel is cleaner than the blue one.

I do not find (1.32) particularly convincing. It is very difficult to assess the contradictoriness
of a statement like this which seems communicatively nonsensical. It can, however, be
improved on:

(1.34) a. ?The towels are both clean, even though this one’s yet a little cleaner than
the other.

b. Here, take a clean towel! Oh, wait, this one’s (?even) cleaner.
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1.2 Adjectival Standards

I still cannot imagine a context where an utterance of (1.34a) would be perfectly natural,
and I tend to end up with interpreting it as a joke, where clean has been reinterpreted in
some way. (1.34b) with even has a similar ring to me, but without even, we cannot assure
that the sentence is not simply a correction, with the speaker indicating that the towel he
was going to hand the hearer first wasn’t clean after all.

Interestingly, a towel with an old, unremovable stain may be treated differently depend-
ing on the context:

(1.35) Context: A towel with an old, unremovable stain is present.

a. A: Is this one clean? B: Yes, I’ve just washed it.
b. Unfortunately, it’s never getting ?(really) clean again.

Rotstein and Winter (2004) develop interdependence conditions between the scales and
standards of total adjectives and their antonyms. They give up the idea that every degree of
cleanness corresponds to a degree of dirtiness. Instead, they say, for any pair T,P of a total
and an antonymous partial adjective, T has a standard sT and the scale of P is (sT ,∞) (or
(sT ,MAX(P)] if it has a maximum).

(1.36)

sT

MAX(T )

sP

(adapted from R&W)

This makes the pair of T and P look almost like ordinary open-scale antonyms like tall and
short, with one exception: for a thing whose T -ness is above sT , P-ness is undefined and
cannot be compared. A predicted consequence of this difference is that a version of (1.34)
that contains the comparative dirtier instead of cleaner is impossible.14

(1.37) #The towels are both clean, even though this one is a little bit dirtier than the
other.

14I am not aware of a reason why R&W define the scale of P as open from below. The considerations
above give us a very good reason for making it closed from below: If something is clean, we can surely say
of it that it is not dirty. But something is clean only if its cleanness exceeds sT , and then its dirtiness must be
undefined according to their definition and it should not be possible to say of that thing that it is not dirty. It
is therefore desirable to have a minimum on the scale of dirtiness to which it would be mapped.
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The sentence is indeed odd, but there is no guarantee that it is for the above reason. It seems
that comparatives of partial adjectives are generally evaluative, i. e. they imply the positive
for both of the objects that are compared:15

(1.38) a. Peter is more sick than John. → Both Peter and John are sick.

b. Peter’s pants are dirtier than John’s. → Both Peter’s and John’s pants are
dirty.

This is predicted neither by R&W nor by an analysis in the style of Kennedy and McNally.

There is another point to be noted about the relationship between T and completely T.
When completely A and A, where A has an open scale, are contrasted, this can be done with
but or although.

(1.39) a. Peter is stupid, but not completely.
b. Peter is stupid, although not completely.

With total adjectives, only although, if anything, is acceptable:

(1.40) a. #The skirt is dry, but not completely.
b. ??The skirt is dry, although not completely.

R&W’s identification of sT with the minimum for P remains a complete stipulation. There
is no discernible reason why this generalization should hold for all antonym pairs that
involve a total adjective, nor can they explain the flavor of contradiction that the sentences
if (1.40) carry, nor the fact that total adjectives have a distinct tendency to have a standard
at least very close to the maximum. Kennedy and McNally’s view from the last section
fares better in this respect. The degradedness of exampley like (1.34) and (1.40b) may be
due to thwarting of our expectation and preference for dry to receive a maximum standard
interpretation. We are forced to look for a different standard, and the clues for finding one
are not abundant.

(1.41) a. John is a short basketball player, even though he’s pretty tall.
b. John is short for a basketball player, even though he’s pretty tall.

15For more on evaluativity, see section 3.3.
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c. #John is short, even though he’s pretty tall.

(1.42) a. This is a straight banana, even though it’s slightly crooked.
b. ??This banana is straight, even though it’s slightly crooked.
c. #It’s straight, even though it’s slightly crooked.

There is, however, a strange thing to be noticed about the alternative standard we suppos-
edly use for clean and dry in (1.34) and (1.40b): it is not clear what the comparison class
is, or if there is one at all. Rather, clean seems to mean something like clean for present

purposes.

All in all, I see no conclusive reason to give up the view that these phenomena can be
explained by imprecision, approximation and contextual reinterpretation while maintaining
that total and partial adjectives have a maximum and minimum standard, respectively.

1.2.4 Scale Sharing

There are some pairs of adjectives that apparently use the same scale, but have different
standards.

(1.43) cool/cold, warm/hot, big/huge, small/tiny, moist/wet

The latter pair is particularly problematic, as the scale they supposedly share is closed from
below. It looks as if it were possible to somehow lexically override the minimum standard.
Sometimes both adjectives allow measure phrases:

(1.44) a. Das
the

Wasser
water

ist
is

30
30

Grad
degrees

warm.
warm

‘The water is 30 degrees warm.’
b. #Das

the
Wasser
water

ist
is

30
30

Grad
degrees

heiß.
hot

‘#The water is 30 degrees hot.’
c. Das

the
Wasser
water

ist
is

90
90

Grad
degrees

heiß.
hot

‘The water is 90 degrees hot.’

I am not aware of any treatment of these adjectives, nor do I have to contribute an explana-
tion. However, they have to be mentioned because the phenonemon of scale-sharing may
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impart the suitability of the involved adjectives as diagnostics. In particular, this applies to
wet as a supposed partial adjective and antonym of dry (which is alone on its scale).

1.3 Scale Variability

There are some adjectives that look as if their scale properties themselves varied with
the context. In particular, temperature adjectives (most notably warm and cool, but also
cold and hot) exhibit varying behavior in this respect. Although the physical scale of tem-
perature is closed, it is obviously conceptualized as open in natural language. In addition,
these adjectives have named units, which is characteristic of open-scale adjectives. How-
ever, they can in the right context be used with slightly and completely, as if their scale
were closed on both ends.

(1.45) Context: Peter is warming up the food.

a. The food is already slightly warm.
b. The food is still completely cool/cold.

(1.46) Context: We’re waiting for the soup to cool down.

a. The soup is already slightly cool.
b. The soup is still completely hot.

(1.47) When we laid the stone in the sun, it became slightly warm.

It looks as if we cut off the temperature scale at a salient point. In (1.45), for example, that
point is either room temperature or the temperature the food had when it was taken out of
the fridge.

This impression is corroborated by the possibility of scalar almost:

(1.48) a. The food is almost warm.
b. The soup is almost cool.

Another case where the context seems to alter the scale, or rather the measure function, is
the pair full, empty. It is clear that in order for us to consider a glass full, it need not be full
to the top. In fact, a full Cognac glass can be quite empty in absolute terms. It turns out
that not even the addition of completely changes this.
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(1.49) John’s wine glass was still completely full. He hadn’t touched it.

There are two possibilities here: (i) We contextually modify the scale, and this allows
us to add these modifiers. (ii) These modifiers have a not (necessarily) scale-dependent
semantics that is sensitive to contextually salient degrees, so that adding them makes it
look as if the scale has been changed.

On both options, we have the problem of explaining why certain adjectives such as long

or tall (see also section 1.3.2) are incompatible with the respective strategy.

A possible clue for deciding between (i) and (ii) comes from divergences between al-

most and completely.

(1.50) a. This idea is (almost) completely stupid.
b. ??This idea is almost stupid.

If the possibility of (1.50a) were due to cutting the scale off at a certain point, why does
almost not combine with that cut-scale stupid nearly as readily as it does with true absolute
adjectives? There also seems to be a difference in meaning. (1.50a) is quite compatible with
the idea being, on the whole, stupid, although not completely. If (1.50b) means anything,
it strikes me as incompatible with the idea being stupid.

But it is not entirely clear that completely in (1.50a) really modifies degrees; it could
also in some sense quantify over parts of the idea, indicating that every aspect of the idea
is stupid. In our above examples of suspected scale-cutting, almost is possible:

(1.51) a. The food was almost warm (already).
b. The food was almost cold (already).
c. John’s glass was still almost full.

There is another difference between the examples in (1.51) and (1.50): In (1.51), the un-
modified positive would basically target the same value as that almost approximates (and
completely affirms). The difference between saying that a soup is cool and that it is com-

pletely cool seems to me to be the same as that between saying that a skirt is dry and that
it is completely dry. This also fits well with the idea that in these cases, the scale has been
adjusted: the positive would then be predicted to target the maximum.
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On the other hand, it cannot be ruled out that almost is acceptable with these words in
these contexts simply because the standard is so clear-cut, and that the fact that the scale-
independent semantics of completely selects this same standard is a coincidende.

This shows that if it exists at all, scale variability is not a very wide-spread phenomenon.
It is also conceivable that it is simply a matter of ambiguity of adjectives. Crucially, it
cannot be responsible for all modifications with completely.

1.3.1 Case Studies

The three adjectives dark, quiet and ripe have all been described as closed scale, but
there is some disagreement about their standard. Kennedy and Levin (2008) consider them
absolute adjectives, while Kearns (2007) claims that they have a closed scale, but a context-
relative standard.

Dark seems to behave like scale-cut cool when it is used to describe the fact that the
sun has set.

(1.52) a. It’s still (completely) dark.
b. It’s almost dark now.
c. It’s already slightly dark.

However, it is very plausible to regard this as a lexically separate closed-scale dark, as the
German verb sich verdunkeln ‘darken’ does not refer to this meaning of dark.

Another use of dark pertains to the brightness of colors. This one obviously has an
open scale:

(1.53) a. ??The painting has become almost dark.
b. The painting has become completely dark.
c. The painting was in a (very/#completely/#almost) dark red.

In these cases, it is very plausible that completely refers to parts or aspects of the subject.

Finally, dark can describe the amount of light present. It seems that in that case, its
standard is not necessarily maximal either:

(1.54) a. The room was dark. Peter could barely see the desk besides the door. (→
Peter could actually see the desk.)
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b. The room was dark, though not as dark as it could have been had it been
night outside.

German also has an adjective finster that shares a scale with at least this meaning of dunkel

‘dark’, but implies a higher standard. This is effectively a different meaning of dark. The
German deadjectival verb sich verdunkeln is derived only from this meaning and cannot
refer to the transition from day to night.

This last meaning of dark is compatible with completely referring to parts of the sub-
ject:16

(1.55) a. The sky was completely dark.
b. Der

the
Himmel
sky

war
was

völlig
VÖLLIG

dunkel.
dunkel

(1.55), uttered, for instance, before a thunderstorm, does not assert that the sky was
completely devoid of light. Instead, it means that no part of the sky was not dark, with
dark is this case probably being some kind of dark gray. Note also the contrast between
plain almost and almost completely (which is not expected with an adjective that has an
upper-closed scale).

(1.56) a. ??The sky has become almost dark.
b. The sky has become almost completely dark.

I consider this reason to doubt that dark has a closed scale at all.

Quiet is ambiguous, as a comparison with German reveals. Sometimes it can be trans-
lated as leise, which has an open scale and means of low volume. The second possible
translation is still, which denotes the absence of sound. Apparently, for some speakers

16It might be suspected that in this case, we are actually dealing with the version of dark that refers to
colors. This can be refuted by considering German sich verdunkeln:

(i) a. Der
the

Himmel
sky

hat
has

sich
REFL

verdunkelt.
darkened

‘The sky has darkened.’
b. #Das

the
Bild
picture

hat
has

sich
REFL

verdunkelt.
darkened

‘The picture has darkened.’
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leise can have both meanings.17 This accounts for Kearns’s (2007) impression that it has
an upper-closed scale, but a contextual standard.

Finally, there is the case of ripe, for which Kearns also disclaims a maximal standard.

(1.57) The fruit ripened in five days, but it wasn’t completely ripe.
(Kearns 2007, (38))

However, for this example, I believe that Kennedy and Levin’s response is correct: saying
that a fruit is ripe, although not completely, does seem to me to imply merely that not
absolutely all parts of the fruit are ripe.

1.3.2 Stubbornly Relative Adjectives

Some open-scale adjectives resist all modification by completely or almost. They have
a tendency to have named units of measurement and to describe physical properties: long,

tall, short, wide, broad, narrow, heavy, light, fast, slow, high, low all belong to this class.

Notably, huge and tiny do not fall into this category:

(1.58) a. The tree was completely huge.
b. The tree was very tall, almost huge.
c. The letters were completely tiny.
d. The letters were very small, almost tiny.

When used with metaphorical, non-physical meanings, these adjectives are not stubbornly
relative anymore.

(1.59) a. My arm was completely heavy.

There are some of dubious status. English beautiful is modifiable by completely, but Ger-
man schön is not.

(1.60) a. Mary looked completely beautiful in this dress.
b. *Maria sah völlig schön aus in diesem Kleid.

17Google produces a few thousand hits for fast leise and völlig leise, though this is only a fraction of the
results for fast still and völlig still.
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The German expression employed where in English we find completely beautiful is the
non-gradable adjective wunderschön.18

(1.61) a. Maria
Mary

sah
looked

wunderschön
WUNDERSCHÖN

aus
PART

in
in

diesem
this

Kleid.
dress

‘Mary looked completely beautiful in this dress.’
b. Johanna

Joane
sah
looked

(noch)
(even)

(*wunder)schöner
(WUNDER)SCHÖN.COMP

aus.
PART

Another adjective that does not allow for completely is good. However, here we find perfect

to express essentially thse same meaning. It may be that this effects some kind of blocking,
similar to wunderschön in German.

Facts about stubbornly relative adjectives

(i) always have open scales

(ii) tend to describe physical properties

(iii) often have named units of measurement

(iv) resist modification by completely or almost

1.4 Modifiers (Not) Revisited

In light of the above data, the somewhat scale-sensitive modifiers that we saw at the be-
ginning raise significant questions about compositional interpretation. First, what do they
operate on: (i) a measure function, (ii) a relation between individuals and degrees, or (iii)
a predicate of individuals? Second, what meaning do they contribute: are completely and
slighty only responsible for getting to the end of a scale or slightly above the minimum,
respectively, while the rest of the meaning is contributed by another operator or maybe a
reinterpretation of the measure function itself? Or do they themselves have a more substan-
tive lexical semantics that gives us all the different shades of meaning?

These issues lead to the rather profound question of what to include into the formal

18The fact that it is not compatible with völlig may well be due to its complete non-gradability. It must,
however, be noted that, curiously enough, vollkommen schön is a conceivable combination.
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semantic representation and what to leave to general conceptualization. Exploring these is
way beyond the scope of this thesis and would also require a significantly larger amout of
quantitative data than is available to me. I therefore have to restrict myself to pointing out
that this is a topic for further research that appears naturally after the considerations in this
chapter.

1.5 Conclusion

We have seen that gradable adjectives can be assigned different types of scales, and
that the scale properties have some influence on their behavior. The clearest case of such
is the setting of the standard for the positive. Relative adjectives have an open scale and
a context dependent standard, and contra Rotstein and Winter (2004), we have argued that
Kennedy and McNally (2005) are right to claim that absolute adjectives generally have a
standard that is the maximum or minimum of their scale. What is still unclear in this area
is the exact rules governing when and how we are allowed to be imprecise about that or use
a contextual standard altogether.

We have further found that modifiers like completely and slightly are much more prob-
lematic than it seems at first glance. They are somewhat sensitive to scale structure, but the
correspondence is not clearly strict, and they also appear with apparently non-gradable ad-
jectives that somehow still seem to involve a notion of scalarity. This indicates that, while
degree semantics is very powerful in dealing with degree constructions like the compara-
tive, our current understanding of adjectives is seriously lacking with respect to the question
of how conceptual content and formal semantics interact—is the kind of scalarity that the
modifiers in section 1.1 are sensitive to somehow imported into the formal semantics by,
say, lexical rules for manipulating the formal representation of adjective meaning depend-
ing on the conceptual content, or do they not deal at all with a lambda-bound argument in
the semantic representation, but interact, as it were, purely conceptually?
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CHAPTER 2

DEGREE ACHIEVEMENTS

2.1 Terminology

Dowty (1979) observes that some intransitive change-of-state verbs (which he classifies
as achievements) nevertheless can be atelic and allow for durational adverbs in some cases:

(2.1) a. The soup cooled for ten minutes.
b. The ship sank for an hour (before going under completely).

They are verbs that denote a change in some gradable property, e. g. temperature for cool,
and position on the vertical axis for sink. It is therefore not surprising that most of these so-
called Degree Achievements (henceforth DAs) are of deadjectival nature. The name may
be somewhat misleading, since according to Vendler’s (1967) classification, they would
probably be accomplishments, as they seem to describe a process with a target state instead
of instantaneous change of state.1 But since it is a commonly used term, we will keep it.

The composition of this class is not entirely clear, and much care has to be taken to
avoid traps set by semantic shift and polysemy of certain verbs. Apart from the proto-
typical inchoatives, there is often no reason not to include the corresponding causatives
as well. Verbs of movement, including Dowty’s example sink, raise suspicion. This issue
will be mentioned in general terms of for individual verbs at several points in the following
discussion.

1Cf. Kearns (2007). See Lin (2004) for an opposing view.
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2 Degree Achievements

2.2 The Behavior of Degree Achievements

2.2.1 Different Readings

The telic reading of a degree achievement derived from an adjective A is generally
considered to mean “become A”. The atelic reading describes an increase in the degree of
A-ness.

Kearns (2007) points out that DAs have up to three different readings, two telic and one
atelic.

(2.2) a. Process Reading: The soup cooled (for an hour.)
b. Achievement Reading: Within a day, the price increased. (event delay)
c. Accomplishment Reading: The skirt dried in an hour. (→ The skirt was dry

afterwards.)

The interesting telic reading is the accomplishment. According to Kearns, the target state
of the accomplishment is the positive endstate, which is simply a state in which the positive
of the corresponding adjective holds.

This classification was developped for unmodified DAs, and it does not quite cut to the
core of the issue. A DA can receive an overt modifier to specify a difference value.

(2.3) The soup cooled (by) 5 degrees.

This makes the whole verb phrase telic, but in an uninteresting way: the meaning still
contains a comparative and not a positive endstate. We will therefore differentiate between
two different kinds of DA readings, both modified and unmodified:

(2.4) a. Comparative Reading (“become Aer”): The soup cooled for an hour. The
soup cooled by 5 degrees. Within a day, the price increased.

b. Positive endstate Reading (“become A”): The soup cooled in 20 minutes.
The skirt dried completely in an hour.

I will, however, continue to speak loosely and use the phrase “telic reading” to refer to the
unmodified positive endstate reading.
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2.2.2 Modifiers

In the following, I shall provide an overview of the modifiers that degree achievements
can co-occur with. None of the lists makes a claim to exhaustivity.

Comparative Modifiers

DAs are known to generally allow for the same modifiers as comparatives: slightly,
somewhat, a lot, a bit, etc., as well as measure phrases with or without by:

(2.5) a. The soup cooled slightly/somewhat/a lot/a bit.
b. The soup cooled (by) 10 degrees.

Comparative modifiers with more lexical content like significantly, noticeably, etc. (in
German deutlich, merklich and others) are possible as well. However, these seem to not
exclusively be modifiers of comparatives. Under certain circumstances, they do not sound
entirely unacceptable with positives as well.

(2.6) The soup was already noticeably warm.

Positive Modifiers

In addition, some DAs occur with modifiers that we do not find with adjectival com-
paratives, but with positives. This has been noticed and, for some modifiers, used as a
diagnostic, but, to my knowledge, never explicitly been treated as being in need of expla-
nation. The most prominent of these modifiers is completely, but there are also entirely and
utterly, although they are significantly less frequent.

Even absolutely (in German absolut), though somewhat unusual, is not entirely impos-
sible with DAs:

(2.7) a. The towel was completely/absolutely dry.
b. The towel dried completely/?absolutely.
c. The towel will quickly dry completely/?absolutely.

(2.8) a. Das Handtuch war völlig/absolut trocken.
b. Das Handtuch trocknete völlig/?absolut.
c. Das Handtuch wird schnell völlig/?absolut trocknen.
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Importantly, measure phrases that specify an absolute endpoint value are never possible.

(2.9) a. The water is 20 degrees warm.
b. The water was warmed 20 degrees.

*‘The water was warmed up to a temperature of 20 degrees.’

Apparently, whether a given modifier goes with a DA depends on whether it combines with
the positive of the corresponding adjective.

There is also the issue of the porportional modifiers like half. In English, half does not
seem to go well with DAs, but halfway does.

(2.10) a. ?*Peter half filled the glass.
b. *Peter filled the glass half.
c. ?*Peter halfway filled the glass.
d. Peter filled the glass halfway.

But in German, the same proportional modifiers, halb and zur Hälfte, occur with both
positives and DAs.

(2.11) a. Das Glas ist halb voll.
b. Das Glas ist zur Hälfte voll.
c. Peter füllte das Glas halb.
d. Peter füllte das Glas zur Hälfte.

Whatever makes the English ones behave they way they do, German shows that propor-
tional modifiers are in principle possible with DAs.

Special Cases

In German, the comparative modifier viel ‘much’ is preferably replaced by stark ‘strong’
with DAs, with no apparent change in meaning. Stark does not appear with comparatives.

(2.12) a. Peter
Peter

ist
is

viel/*stark
much/strong

größer.
taller

‘Peter is much taller.’
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b. Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

viel/stark
much/strong

verlängert.
lengthened

‘Peter lengthened the rope by much.’

I will assume this differences to be an issue of morphology and not of semantics. It
will therefore receive no further mention. Another phenomenon that might fall into the
same category is that the German modifiers ziemlich ‘rather’ and sehr ‘very’ can occur
with comparatives only together with viel ‘much,’, while viel is optional with DAs.

(2.13) a. Peter ist viel größer.
b. Peter ist sehr *(viel) größer.
c. Peter ist ziemlich *(viel) größer.

(2.14) Peter hat das Seil ziemlich/sehr (viel) verlängert.

At least for (2.14), it can be shown that even without viel, the adverbs are interpretated as
pertaining to the difference value.

(2.15) Wir
we

hatten
had

ein
a

sehr
very

langes
long

Seil,
rope

aber
but

Peter
Peter

hat
has

es
it

dann
then

noch
yet

ziemlich
rather

verlängert.
lengthened
‘We had a very long rope, but Peter lengthened it yet rather a lot.’

Since a rope that is ziemlich lang is shorter than a rope that is sehr lang, the sentence would
be contradictory if ziemlich verlängern meant “make rather long.”

On the other hand, it is difficult to see whether they can ever receive a positive-oriented
interpretation with telic DAs. There are a few other adjectives for which this question
arises:

In English, they include significantly and noticeably, in German signifikant, deutlich

and merklich. These readily take comparatives and DAs.

(2.16) a. This gap is significantly/noticeably wider than that one.
b. The gap widened significantly/noticeably.

(2.17) a. Dieser Spalt ist signifikant/deutlich/merklich breiter als jener.
b. Der Spalt verbreiterte sich signifikant/deutlich/merklich.
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However, they do also occur with positives, although more rarely.

(2.18) a. The stone is already significantly/noticeably warm.
b. Der Stein ist bereits deutlich/merklich warm.

Furthermore, there is German einigermaßen, which means something like ‘reasonably’ or
‘more or less.’It usually appears with positives, but also with DAs and under some circum-
stances with comparatives.

(2.19) Die
the

Handtücher
towels

sind
are

schon
already

einigermaßen
EINIGERMASSEN

trocken.
dry

‘The towels are sort of dry already.’

(2.20) Die
the

Handtücher
towels

sind
are

auf
on

der
the

Heizung
radiator

schnell
quickly

einigermaßen
einigermaßen

getrocknet.
dried

‘The towels quickly dried more or less on the radiator.’

(2.21) Es
it

ist
is

heute
today

einigermaßen
EINIGERMASSEN

warm.
warm

‘It’s somewhat warm today.’

(2.22) Der
the

Stein
stone

hat
has

sich
REFL

schon
already

einigermaßen
einigermaßen

erwärmt.
erwärmt

‘The stone has warmed up somewhat already.’

(2.23) Heute
today

ist
is

es
it

schon
DISC.PART

einigermaßen
EINIGERMASSEN

wärmer
warmer

als
than

gestern.
yesterday

‘It is somewhat warmer than yesterday today.’

This question may not be solvable. I suspect that in order for an event to be a becoming

very dirty, the difference between the initial and the final degree of dirtiness has to be very

much because if the difference were less, we would already have considered the object very

dirty before. This might have something to do with the phenomenon of crisp judgments

that Kennedy (2011) discusses.

There is, finally, the case of more, which can be used to express a comparative about
the difference value:

(2.24) Peter lengthened his rope more than John.
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a. ‘The value d1 so that Peter lengthened his rope by d1 is larger than the value
d2 so that John lengthened his by d2.’

b. *‘John made his rope longer than John made his.’

Although this is not entirely clear, there are also prima facie examples of more receiving a
positive-oriented interpretation with certain DAs.

(2.25) Peter dirtied his already dirty pants a little more when he changed the tires.

We shall return to these in the following section.

2.2.3 Telicity and Scales

It has been observed that not all verbs of gradual change behave alike with respect to
the readings they show. Hay (1998) discovered that the underlying scale apparently plays
a major role in determining the available or at least preferred readings.

Upper-Closed Scales

DAs derived from total adjectives (let us call them total DAs) show a clear preference
for the positive endstate reading, as has been widely acknowledged in the literature dealing
with the telicity problem. Winter (2006) goes so far as to deny a comparative reading
altogether, but this claim is too strong. There are numerous examples in the literature of
alleged atelic readings of total DAs, but I have taken the liberty of inventing slightly more
verbose ones to provide a more or less natural context, as the judgments often strike me as
not quite as clear as has been claimed.

(2.26) a. The nurse told Peter to straighten his arm, so he did. “A little more,” she
said.

b. The towels will dry here in the sun for now, although perhaps not com-
pletely before the night comes.

(2.27) a. Die Schwester hieß Peter seinen Arm ausstrecken, und so tat er es. “Ein
wenig mehr,” sagte sie.

b. Die Handtücher werden da in der Sonne jetzt mal trocknen, wenn auch
wahrscheinlich nicht völlig, bevor die Nacht kommt.
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Kearns (2007) reports that the position of quickly makes it possible to differentiate between
the process and the accomplishment reading. Preverbal quickly expresses that the event
described took place in a small amout of time and is thus only compatible with a telic verb
phrase. Postverbal quickly, on the other hand, describes the speed of the event’s unfolding
and allows for atelic verb phrases.

(2.28) a. John ate the apple quickly, but Mary snatched it away before he finished it.
b. #John quickly ate the apple, but Mary snatched it away before he finished it.

(Kearns 2007, (72))

(2.29) John ate the apple quickly for a minute (but he found a worm and threw the rest
away). (Kearns 2007, (73))

Postverbal quickly can, however, not force a lexically telic verb derived from a non-gradable
adjective to be atelic:

(2.30) a. #John died quickly, but they managed to save him the last minute.
b. John was dying quickly, but they managed to save him the last minute.

(adapted from Kearns (2007), (74))

Applied to degree achievements, quickly reveals that there is indeed a process reading.

(2.31) a. #The clothes quickly dried, but were still quite damp when I checked them.
b. The clothes dried quickly, but were still qutie damp when I checked them.
c. The sky quickly cleared for an hour. for as result state
d. The sky cleared quickly for an hour. for as process duration

(Kearns 2007, (79))

(2.32) a. #The tank quickly filled, but John was able to block the inflow pipe before it
was half-full.

b. The tank filled quickly, but John was able to block the inflow pipe before it
was half-full.
(Kearns 2007, (80))

(2.33) a. #The tank quickly emptied, but we managed to block the leak before it was
half-empty.
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b. The tank emptied quickly, but we managed to block the leak before it was
half-empty.
(Kearns 2007, (81))

These DAs must therfore have a comparative sense as well, although the telic reading is
quite strongly preferred. A comparative reading can also be forced by adding a modifier
that would go with a comparative.

(2.34) a. The clothes dried slightly/a bit/significantly.
b. The sky cleared slightly/a bit/significantly.
c. Peter straightened his arm slightly/a bit/significantly.

Finally, there is the question of what readings there are with more. A double compara-
tive reading is rather easy to get:

(2.35) The sun had dried the clothes more than the wind did.

Given the temporal order of the events, and assuming that no wetting of the clothes took
place in the meantime, the only interpretation that makes sense is that the difference in
dryness that the sun caused was greater than the difference in dryness that the wind caused.

I could not come by a reasonably clear example of a simple comparative reading. This
would require a sensible context in which it can be excluded that more quantifies over even-
tualities (as in Peter dances more than Sue) instead of modifying the result state, and I have
failed to construct one.

Facts about total DAs

(i) have a positive endstate reading as a strong default

(ii) exhibit comparative readings if the context forces one

(iii) definitely have double comparative readings with more—the existence simple com-
parative readings is uncertain
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Lower-Closed Scales

DAs corresponding to partial adjectives (or, from now on, partial DAs) have not yet
received the due attention in the literature. In fact, the only mention that I am aware of
is in Winter (2006), who names moisten, dirty, bend/curve, roughen and unsharpen/blur.
German provides a few more, all transitive: verunreinigen (from unrein ‘impure’), aufrauen

‘roughen’ and possibly verschmutzen (corresponding to schmutzig ‘dirty’) and befeuchten

(from feucht ‘moist’).

Winter, who denies that the standard for partial adjectives is identical to the scale min-
imum, claims that they are made telic only by contextual factors, but are atelic out of the
blue. However, telic readings are apparently very easily accessible.

(2.36) a. Peter dirtied his pants. → Peters pants were dirty afterwards.
� Peters pants had not been dirty at the beginning.

b. The towel moistened. → The towel was moist afterwards.
� The towel had not been moist at the beginning.

It is difficult to show that the apparent presupposition really is one. It does seem to pass the
test of being stable under negation and in questions:

(2.37) Peter didn’t dirty the table.  The table is still clean.

(2.38) Did you dirty your pants?  The pants weren’t dirty before.

Unfortunately, this doesn’t prove that the inference is not an implicature that arises because
the relevant difference is usually between being clean and being dirty to any degree at all.
Additional dirt is usually not very interesting. But we assume that a sentence was uttered
because of an interesting difference, hence the inference of prior cleanness.

It is extreme difficult to construct a natural scenario that would clearly tell apart a pre-
supposition and an implicature of this kind. Here are two more-or-less failed attempts.

(2.39) Facts: Peter did the initial dirtying of the table, but his little brother Johnny
worsened it.
Mother: Who dirtied the table?
Johnny: I didn’t. Peter did!
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The question is, is Johnny’s statement actually true in this situation? I find it impossible
to tell, because its communicative intention is avoiding blame, so the salient question is
whether he did or didn’t do anything blameworthy, and not whether what he says is literally
true.

(2.40) Facts: Little Johnny went outside with slightly dirty pants, and brought them
back in much worse shape.

a. Mother: ?#Oh, look, you dirtied your pants!
b. Mother: Oh, look, you dirtied your pants even more!

This does suggest a presupposition failure. I cannot rule out the possibility that (2.40a)
is rather infelicitous due to not being an optimal combination of informativeness and rel-
evance, but I cannot make this latter idea more precise, which makes me suspicious of
it.

We should think that an implicature could easily be diagnosed by cancellability, which
is indeed observed.

(2.41) Peter dirtied his pants while changing the tires, but they had already been dirty
before anyway.

Unfortunately, this merely shows that the DA also has a comparative reading, and not that
there can’t be a positive endstate reading with a presupposition. Here are some further
promising candidates for comparative readings, which are not easy to find. The crucial
feature of these is that we do not infer that the positive endstate was reached only at the end
of the event, but that the transition beyond the minimal value was made much earlier.

(2.42) a. At first the towels moistened quickly in the damp air, but then the process
slowed down.

b. The towels moistened in the damp air for 20 minutes before Sam removed
them.

c. Sammy finally stopped dirtying his pants in the mud.

I am not sure that these don’t still carry the inference that the positive did not hold at the
beginning, which might be evidence for its nature as an implicature. If we consider pollute

a degree achievement, then a clear example can be constructed where it is not present
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without being explicitly denied as in (2.41).

(2.43) Context: There are several factories along a river, with A being the one furthest

down. All of them dump some amounts of waste into the water.

a. Factory A pollutes the river.
b. Factory A pollutes the rivers less than the others.
c. #Factory A doesn’t pollute the river.

This means that pollute does not necessarily imply that the river is not polluted at the
beginning.

All in all, these facts point to the existence of a comparative reading, but leave it some-
what open whether there is a true positive endstate reading with a presupposition or only
an implicature about the initial state.

What is further relevant at this point is the meaning of more combined with such DAs.
We saw above in (2.25), here repeated as (2.44), that it looks as if it would result in a simple
comparative reading, that is to say more itself is interpreted with respect to the positive of
the underlying adjective.

(2.44) Peter dirtied his already dirty pants a little more when he changed the tires.

But this may be an illusion: for adjectives with lower-closed scales, a value above the
minimum is usually reached in a process and is, in some sense, not the natural, default state
of affairs. A pair of pants is always dirty because it has become dirty. So (2.44) may in fact
mean that additional dirtying of the pants took place, with more not modifying the result
state, but the whole verb phrase.

The comparison with German is helpful at this point. We saw above that when the
difference value is concerned, German DAs are often modified by stark, which can also be
put in the comparative. But stark can never be used to indicate that a kind of event occurs
a lot.2

(2.45) a. Dieser
this

Schneider
tailor

verlängert
lengthens

viel.
much

‘This tailor does a lot of lengthening work.’

2Of course, (2.45b) is a rather odd thing to say for reasons of world knowledge, but it is a possible sentence
nonetheless.
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b. Dieser
this

Schneider
talor

verlängert
lengthens

stark.
strong

#‘This tailor does a lot of lengthening work.’
‘This tailor lengthens only by significant quantities.’

Now we can apply this to example (2.44).

(2.46) a. Peter
Peter

verschmutzte
dirtied

seine
his

bereits
already

schmutzige
dirty

Hose
pants

ein
a

wenig
little

mehr,
more

als
when

er
he

die
the

Reifen
tires

wechselte.
changed

b. Peter
Peter

verschmutze
dirtied

seine
his

bereits
already

schmutzige
dirty

Hose
pants

ein
a

wenig
little

stärker,
stronger

als
when

er
he

die
the

Reifen
tires

wechselte.
changed

(2.46b) is indeed a possible sentence, although it must be noted that is is more natural with
noch ‘yet’ added:

(2.47) Peter
Peter

verschmutze
dirtied

seine
his

bereits
already

schmutzige
dirty

Hose
pants

noch
yet

ein
a

wenig
little

stärker,
stronger

als
when

er
he

die
the

Reifen
tires

wechselte.
changed

In this case, stärker is indeed interpreted relative to the positive of the underlying ad-
jective. Then there is still the question of whether we can find double comparatives as in
(2.24).

(2.48) Changing the tires, Peter had dirtied his pants much more than he did cleaning
the windows.

(2.49) a. MAX(λd.Peter increased his pants’ dirtiness by d while changing the tires)>
MAX(λd.Peter increased his pants’ dirtiness by d while cleaning the windows)

b. MAX(λd.Peter made his pants d-dirty while changing the tires)>
MAX(λd.Peter made his pants d-dirty while cleaning the windows)

It is crucial that the tenses in (2.48) make it clear that the changing of the tires took place be-
fore the window-cleaning: if (2.49b) were the only available interpretation, then we would
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infer that the pants underwent cleaning between the two events. But it is not necessary to
make that inference, so (2.49a) must be a possible interpretation. The above issues will be
explored in further detail in section 4.1.5. For now, it is important that we have seen that
more can induce both a simple comparative and a double comparative interpretation in DAs
with lower-closed scales.

Facts about partial DAs

(i) have a positive endstate reading as a strong default

(ii) exhibit comparative readings only in rare cases

(iii) potentially have some comparative readings turned into something equivalent to
positive endstate readings by implicatures

(iv) have both simple and double comparative readings with more

Totally Closed Scales

There seem to be only two degree achievements with totally closed scales, fill and
empty, which behave very much like those with upper-closed scales (cf. (2.32) and (2.33)).

Open Scales

Degree achievements from stubbornly relative adjectives generally only show a com-
parative reading. This is not surprising, as a “become A” reading is often ineflicitous in a
declarative clause even when explicitly specified.

(2.50) a. #The tree became wide.
b. #The tree was now high.

This phenomenon is probably a reflex of the Sorites paradox. The classical form of this
paradox is thus:

(2.51) One grain of wheat does not make a heap.

If n grains of salt do not make a heap, adding one grain won’t change that.
A million grains of wheat do not make a heap.
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This paradox can be reconstructed for all kinds of open-scale measure expressions, includ-
ing adjectives like long and wide. As a result, it is impossible to tell with much precision
when the threshold of being, say, long is crossed. But this problem can be avoided by leav-
ing the time-span of the event sufficiently unspecified and narrowing down sufficiently the
range of possible contextual standards, as in (2.52).

(2.52) During the three years John had spent stranded on an island, his hair and beard
had become long, so none of the rescuers recognized him).

There are some instances of open-scale DAs—only of causatives, in fact—that have
been argued to be telic.

(2.53) a. The tailor lengthened my pants.
b. Kim lowered the blind.

(Hay et al. 1999, (28))

Hay et al. (1999) use the progressive test for telicity:

(2.54) a. The tailor is lengthening my pants. 6→ The tailor has lengthened my pants.
b. Kim is lowering the blind. 6→ Kind has lowered the blind.

(Hay et al. 1999, (29))

It must be pointed out that the progressive test is actually sensitive to divisivity of the event
predicte,3 which certainly cannot be assumed for a tailor’s work. But in-adverbials are
possible here, so the claim of telicity can still be supported.

(2.55) The tailor lengthened my pants in a day.

There is doubt that these are proper examples of a non-comparative reading of an open-
scale DA. Kearns (2007) argues that in this case, we are dealing with what she calls Action

Scripts: “prototypical courses of actions performed by the agent.” That is to say there isn’t
actually a degree argument in the semantics of the verb in these examples.4

3After Bennett and Partee (2003), this has commonly, though incorrectly, been identified with atelicity.
More recently, Krifka’s (1992) identification of atelicity with cumulativity of the event predicate has become
the standard view. For an amended revival of the original view, see Winter (2006).

4Contra Piñón (2008), who considers them comparative readings with a magically implicitly fixed differ-
ence value.
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Another reason to be suspicious about at least (2.53b) is that it behaves rather as if it
were the corresponding verb to down. Thus, it is probably not derived from a normal scalar
adjective, but more akin to open (cf. section 2.4).

The non-homogeneity in (2.53a) may actually be taken as the starting point for an ar-
gument that it still has a comparative meaning: Until finished, the pants have normally
not been lengthened by any degree. It may therefore be the case that (2.53a) is simply an
achievement (with a preparation phase) like win, and therefore an instance of the event de-
lay reading. That the tailor didn’t just lengthen the pants by any value, but brought them to
the desired length may then just be an implicature that would, contrary to Hay et al. (1999),
not in itself be responsible for the telicity of the verb phrase.

A diagnostic to distinguish between this possibility and the action script option would
be almost.

(2.56) The tailor has almost lengthened my pants.

If (2.56) can be used to describe a situation where the tailor has lengthened the pants by
some degree, but not yet the desired final degree, then this speaks against the event delay in-
terpretation. Unfortunately, such a real-world scenario is very absurd, so that the judgment
strikes me as very unclear.

In any case, I consider it safe to say that degree achievements derived from stubbornly
relative adjective do not exhibit a standard-endstate reading. What, then, about open-scale
adjectives that are not stubbornly relative? The existence of DAs corresponding to such
adjectives is actually dubious. German has verblöden from blöd ‘stupid’. But the verb’s
meaning is much narrower than that of the plain adjective: it is only applicable to persons
and seems to convey a sense of insanity. It is not implausible that this meaning of blöd

actually has a lower-closed scale. And given what we saw in section 1.3.1, there doesn’t
seem to be any good candidate at all for a DA with a positive endstate reading and a relative
standard.

It has been claimed (cf. Kearns 2007 and Kennedy and Levin 2008) that darken is
compatible with in-adverbials and must therefore have a telic positive endstate reading. I
take the liberty of defying these data. I fail to comprehend the exact meaning of (2.57a),
and neither is the German equivalent any clearer.

(2.57) a. The sky darkened in an hour.
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b. Der Himmel verdunkelte sich in einer Stunde.

The best I can do is to interpret this under an event delay reading with a relevance impli-
cature that the sky darkened significantly. Kearns’s rejection of (2.58) as infelicitous may
therefore not be a matter of semantics; the statement is simply a very weird way of telling
what happened.

(2.58) #The sky darkened in an hour but it wasn’t dark. (Kearns 2007, (37b))

There are, of course, the ominous cool and warm, which have always been put forward as
clear cases of open-scale DAs with standard-endstate readings.

(2.59) a. The soup cooled completely in an hour.
b. Peter warmed ?(up) the food in two minutes.

But as we have found in section 1.3, these are likely to in fact involve closed scales. There is
also some morphological evidence (although only in the form of tendencies, not strict rules)
from German for genuine ambiguity here. The ordinary degree achievements for warm

‘warm’ and kühl ‘cold’are erwärmen and abkühlen. These are transitive versions, with the
anticausative being formed with reflexive morphology. When it comes to things cooling
down to room temperature, however, auskühlen is strongly preferred for the intransitive.5

Wärmen and aufwärmen, which are both transitives, do not like to combine with measure
phrases, but can readily be used to describe the process of something (like food) being
brought to a desired temperature. This suggests that they correspond to closed-scales warm,
but it must be noted that both verbs often seem to carry additional semantic substance and
are therefore suspicious of having action script meanings.

(2.60) a. Der Stein hat sich erwärmt. → The stone became warmer.
b. Der Stein hat sich aufgewärmt. → The stone reached the temperature that

a stone in its enviroment can be expected to have.

(2.61) a. Peter hat das Essen (5 Grad) erwärmt. → Peter made the food (5 degrees)
warmer.

b. Peter hat das Essen gewärmt. → Peter made the food warm.

5This is the situation in my idiolect and that of some individuals I consulted. Apparently, there is variation
between speakers here.
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c. Peter hat das Essen aufgewärmt. → Peter made the food warm.

(2.62) a. ??Peter hat das Essen um 5 Grad gewärmt.
b. ??Peter hat das Essen um 5 Grad aufgewärmt.

The upshot of the above discussion is that it doesn’t look like there are any positive
endstate readings of DAs with totally open scales at all.

Facts about open-scale DAs

(i) most likely do not have a positive endstate reading at all

(ii) apparent positive endstate readings may be due to action scripts or ambiguous
bases that have a closed-scale version

(iii) only have a double comparative reading with more

2.3 Morphology

Degree achievements are generally morphologically derived from the corresponding
adjective in one of various ways. Here is a quite possibly non-exhaustive list of derivations
in English and German with some examples.

(2.63) Dervations of verbs from adjectives in German
ver- + comparative: vergrößern, verkleinern

ver- + umlaut: verkürzen

plain ver-: verlangsamen

er- + umlaut: erwärmen, erhöhen

verb particle + umlaut: auskühlen, abkühlen

zero derivation: trocknen

be-: befeuchten

comparative: bessern

(2.64) Derivations of verbs from adjectives in English
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plain -en: darken

comparative + en: lessen

zero derivation: cool, narrow

comparative + zero: better

In addition, there are various pairs that are derived from the same root, but apparently not
directly from one another such as schmutzig – verschmutzen ‘dirty’ and long – lengthen.
Finally, it is also possible for the DA to be completely morphologically unrelated to the
corresponding adjective, as is the case with high – increase and good – improve.

Bobaljik (2010) has observed that if an adjective shows root suppletion in the compar-
ative, then the derived verb uses the suppletive root. The list of those verbs in German and
English is rather short: verbessern, bessern and lessen, worsen and better, respectively.6

However, there is a peculiarity that to my knowledge has not been recorded: all DAs that
contain any sign of comparative morphology are derived from stubbornly relative adjectives
(cf. section 1.3.2).

(2.65) German DAs from stubbornly relative adjectives:
vergrößern, verkleinern, verlängern, verbreitern, verschmälern, verbessern, ver-

schlechtern, verschönern, verschnellern, bessern, erleichtern

(2.66) English DAs from stubbornly relative adjectives
lower, lessen, worsen, better7

Apart from this, no generalizations about the morphology of DAs seem to hold.

2.4 Beyond Gradable Adjectives

2.4.1 Open and Close

The verbs open and close have generally been treated like DAs from gradable adjec-
tives. However, there is some doubt about their status as such. The motivation for positing

6It should be pointed out that verbessern and bessern in German are analogous to improve and better in
English, i. e. one corresponds to good in the general sense and the other to good as describing the moral
quality of a person.

7Note that we have observed an apparently semantically shifted meaning of lower that does not correspond
to low above in (2.53b).
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a degree argument for adjectives in the first places was to deal with degree morphology,
but open and closed (and in German offen and geschlossen) do not actually exhibit degree
morphology.8

(2.67) a. *This window is opener/more closed than that one.
b. This window is as open/closed as that one.

*‘This window is as far open as that one.’

(2.68) a. *Dieses Fenster ist offener/geschlossener als jenes.
b. Dieses Fenster ist genauso offen/geschlossen wie jenes.

*‘Dieses Fenster ist genauso weit offen wie jenes.’

Instead, degree morphology is, as it were, mediated by the adverb far (in German weit).

(2.69) a. This window is further open/closed than that one.
b. This window is as far open/closed as that one.

(2.70) a. Dieses Fenster ist weiter offen/geschlossen als jenes.
b. Dieses Fenster ist genauso weit offen/geschlossen wie jenes.

At least with open, far can also appear on its own as a modifier, and in German, weit in
addition allows for measure phrases.

(2.71) The window is far open.

(2.72) Das Fenster ist (20cm) weit offen.

In addition, German has the modifier ein Stückchen, literally ‘a bit’, which does not appear
with gradable adjectives, but with open:

(2.73) Die
the

Tür
door

war
was

ein
a

Stückchen
bit

offen.
open

‘The door was a little open.’

(2.74) *Peters
Peter’s

Hose
pants

war
was

ein
a

Stückchen
bit

schmutzig.
dirty

‘Peter’s pants were a bit dirty.’

8Of course, there is still the metaphorical open that describes a disposition of a person or a society. This
one has an open scale and forms a comparative with more, but it’s simply a different adjective.
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Despite this, open and closed behave like a normal pair of a partial and a total adjective in
several respects. The first and obvious is that somthing is open as soon as it is not closed.
But the two adjectives are furthermore modifiable by completely and slightly, and open, as
the positive antonym of the pair, allows for measure phrases, which closed, as is expected
from the negative antonym, does not:

(2.75) a. The window is completely/slightly open.
b. The window is completely/?slightly closed.

(2.76) a. The window is 20cm open.
b. *The window is 20cm closed.

(2.77) a. Das Fenster ist ganz/?*völlig/etwas offen.
b. Das Fenster ist ganz/??völlg/?etwas geschlossen.

(2.78) a. Das Fenster ist 20cm offen.
b. *Das Fenster ist 20cm geschlossen.

But it turns out that with respect to measure phrases, open exhibits a behavior similar to
that Morzycki (2007) identifies for certain locative phrases. These allow both by-phrases
and plain measure phrases in their “positive” (i. e. non-directional) form.

(2.79) a. The flight is behind schedule by two hours.
b. The gas station is past the intersection by about a mile.
c. The arrow is above the target by a few inches.

(Morzycki (2007), (8))

(2.80) a. The flight is two hours behind schedule.
b. The gas station is about a mile past the intersection.
c. The arrow is a few inches above the target.

(Morzycki (2007), (11))

(2.81) a. The window was open by 20cm.
b. The window was a few centimeters open.

The corresponding verbs open and close are very much like DAs from ordinary gradable
adjectives, but deviate in some ways. The default reading of both is a positive endstate
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reading.

(2.82) a. Peter opened the door.→ The door was open afterwards.
� The door had been closed at the beginning.

b. Peter closed the door.→ The door was closed afterwards.
� The door had been open at the beginning.

For close, as with ordinary upper-closed-scale DAs, a comparative reading appears with
certain modifiers and with postverbal quickly.

(2.83) a. #The door quickly closed, and John just managed to get his foot in.
b. The door closed quickly, and John just managed to get his foot in.

(Kearns 2007, (82))

(2.84) Peter closed the door slightly.→ The door was slightly further closed afterwards.

With open, it is, as with DAs from partial adjectives, very difficult to get a comparative
reading. Postverbal quickly gives us one, though.

(2.85) a. #The hangar door quickly opened, but John managed to stop it before too
much sand was blown inside.

b. The hangar door opened quickly, but John managed to stop it before too
much sand was blown inside.

There is also another example. We cannot rule out with certainty that etwas quantifies over
something like a difference value, instead of saying that “a little bit of opening is required,”
whatever that would mean. But importantly, there is no inference that the door is closed
when the request is being made, so we are dealing with a comparative reading in any case:

(2.86) Context: Peter just closed the door a little (but it is still open). John told him to,

but it turns out that he told Peter to close the door a little to far for the purpose

at hand.

Kannst
can

du
you

die
the

Tür
door

DOCH
MODPART

wieder
again

etwas
slighty

öffnen?
open

‘Could you open the door a little further again?’
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Open and close are the only verbs that do not have a totally open scale, but have named
units. With close, a measure phrase clearly specifies a difference value:9

(2.87) Peter closed the door 20cm. → The door was 20cm further closed afterwards.

The data situation is less clear with open.

(2.88) Peter opened the door 20cm.

We have three kinds of situations that are candidates for being described with this sen-
tences:

(2.89) a. The door was closed before and 20cm open afterwards.
b. The door was open before and 20cm further open afterwards.
c. The door was open before (say, by 5cm) and 20cm open afterwards.

(2.89a)

is the most natural scenario, but my intuitions fail to be clear enough to rule out the other
two completely. Of course, in light of (2.86), it would be expected that (2.89b) is possible.
Unlike English, German does not like by-phrases with the adjective offen.

(2.90) a. Die Tür ist einen halben Meter offen.
b. *Die Tür ist um einen halben Meter offen.

The admissibility of the um-phrase with the verb is therefore interesting: we would expect
it to only specify a difference value.

(2.91) Peter
Peter

hat
has

die
the

Tür
door

um
by

einen
a

halben
half

Meter
Meter

geöffnet.
opened

‘Peter opened the door by half a meter.’

However, I am still inclined to infer that the door was closed before. Had it not been, I
would expect this to be made explicit by weiter, which leads us to the next point: there is,

9I disregard the possibility of by here because, as we know, it is already allowed with open in the positive
anyway, so it would be expected to be as well with closed, if a positive-related interpretation of measure
phrases were possible.
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finally, the modifier far and its comparative further. Far is not very elucidating, since it
suffers from the same problem that we saw with sehr above. It may be that in any event of
becoming far open, the difference value is also characterizable by far. But the comparative
further is interesting.

(2.92) Peter opened the door a little further.

(2.92) primarily has a simple comparative reading, i. e. all it says is that the door was a
little further open afterwards. But there is a kind of scenario that gives rise to a double
comparative reading.

(2.93) Context: John and Peter are trying to completely open a jammed door. John

kicks it, and then Peter pushes it.

John’s kick opened the door further than Peter’s push.

Since John’s kick preceded Peter’s push, it can’t be that the degree of opening was greater
after the kick than after the push. The same ambiguity between a single and a double
comparative reading with further can be reproduced for close.

(2.94) a. Please close the door a little further.
b. John’s kick closed the door further than Peter’s push.

We have seen that open and close are not derived from ordinary gradable adjectives, but in-
volve some notion of scalarity nonetheless which seems to be somehow related to locative
expressions. And indeed, they behave like DAs with analogous scalarity, open presumably
having a lower-closed scale and close and upper-closed one. Both allow single and double
comparative readings with further. When it comes to measure phrases, it is unclear whether
they can receive a positive-oriented interpretation with open.
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Facts about open and close

(i) not ordinary DAs, but behaves analogous to partial (open) and total (close) DAs

(ii) have a positive endstate reading as a strong default

(iii) can have comparative readings under the right circumstances

(iv) readings with measure phrases are somewhat unclear, maybe both comparative
and positive endstate readings exist (at least for open)

(iv) have both simple and double comparative readings with further

2.4.2 German Directional PPs

We find such changing between a comparative and a positive endstate reading also with
certain directional PPs in German. These involve lexical items that have no correspondents
in English. The first of them is the locative adverb oben. Depending on the context, it
means ‘at the top’, ‘upstairs’, or something similar. It can be used by itself or together with
a prepositional phrase:

(2.95) Context: We are inside a house with two floors.

Peter
Peter

ist
is

oben.
OBEN

‘Peter is upstairs.’

(2.96) Context: We are climbing a mountain.

Peter
Peter

ist
is

schon
already

oben!
OBEN

‘Peter is at the top already!’

(2.97) Oben
OBEN

auf
on

dem
the

Berg
mountain

steht
stands

ein
a

Kreuz.
cross

‘There is a cross at the top of the mountain.’
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It is modifiable by ganz, but not völlig or any of the other endpoint-oriented positive modi-
fiers. It can also be modified by weit ‘far’ and hoch ‘high’, which in turn allow for measure
phrases.

(2.98) Peter
Peter

steht
stands

ganz/*völlig/*vollständig/*vollkommen
GANZ/ VÖLLIG/ VOLLSTÄNDIG/ VOLLKOMMEN

oben.
OBEN

‘Peter is standing right at the top.’

(2.99) Context: Peter is climbing a rock face.

Peter
Peter

ist
is

schon
already

(20m)
(20m)

weit/hoch
far/high

oben.
OBEN

Peter is already 20m up in the rock face.

The status of ein Stückchen and etwas is somewhat questionable.

(2.100) ?Peter
Peter

ist
is

schon
already

ein
a

Stückchen
bit

oben.
OBEN

‘??Peter is already a bit towards the top.’

(2.101) ??Peter
Peter

ist
is

schon
already

etwas
slightly

oben.
OBEN

‘??Peter is already slightly towards the top.’

The directional counterparts of oben is the phrase nach oben, with hinauf apparently being
able to fulfill exactly the same function.10

(2.102) Peter
Peter

is
is

nach
to

oben
OBEN

gegangen.
gone

‘Peter went upstairs.’

(2.103) Peter
Peter

ist
is

nach
to

oben
OBEN

geklettert.
climbed

‘Peter climbed to the top.’

10Hinauf has an additional use that nach oben lacks:

(i) Peter
Peter

ging
walked

den
the

Berg
mountain

hinauf.
HINAUF

‘Peter walked up the mountain.’
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(2.104) Peter
Peter

ist
is

(ganz)
(GANZ)

nach
to

oben
OBEN

auf
onto

den
the

Berg
mountain

gegangen.
gone

‘Peter went up (right) to the top of the mountain.’

The above examples are all telic and appear similar in nature to the positive endstate reading
of DAs. When modified by weit or high (crucially, without a measure phrase!), similar
readings seem to result.

(2.105) Peter
Peter

kletterte
climbed

weit/hoch
far/high

nach
to

oben.
OBEN

‘Peter climbed to a place high up.’

But there is also a comparative use of nach oben, which may or may not be modified
by etwas, ein Stückchen, or differential measure phrases.

(2.106) Der
the

Ballon
balloon

bewegte
moved

sich
REFL

(etwas)
(slightly)

nach
to

oben.
NACH OBEN

‘The balloon moved (slightly) upwards.’

(2.107) Peter
Peter

kletterte
climbed

(um)
(by)

2m
2m

nach
to

oben.
OBEN

‘Peter climbed 2m upwards.’

There is also the possibility of having weit (but not hoch) together with a measure phrase
in a comparative reading:

(2.108) Peter
Peter

kletterte
climbed

(*um)
(by)

2m
2m

weit/*hoch
far/high

nach
to

oben.
OBEN

‘Peter climbed 2m upwards.’

It does seem possible for 20m weit nach oben to mean “to a place 20m high up.” Hooks in
a rockface do “start out” higher than the climber, and sometimes they’re placed at inconve-
nient intervals, which could give rise to the utterance of (2.109).

(2.109) Der
the

Haken
hook

ist
is

da
there

20m
20m

weit
far

oben.
OBEN

Er
he

müsste
must.SUBJ

aber
however

30m
30m

weit
far

hinauf/?nach
HINAUF/to

oben.
OBEN

‘The hook is at a height of 20m from here. But it should be at 30m.’
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The fact that hinauf sounds slightly better than nach oben in this context may be due to the
German aversion against the repetition of lexical items.

In addition, just as with öffnen, the comparative weiter ‘further’ can appear with or
without a measure phrase, and if no measure phrase is present, there is an ambiguity be-
tween a comparative and a double comparative reading.

(2.110) Peter
Peter

kletterte
climbed

((um)
((by)

2m)
2m)

weiter
further

nach
to

oben.
OBEN

‘Peter climbed 2m further up.’

(2.111) Peter
Peter

ist
is

weiter
further

nach
to

oben
OBEN

geklettert
climbed

als
than

Hans.
John

a. ‘Peter climbed upwards a greater distance than John.’
b. ‘Peter climbed to a place that was higher up than the place that John

climbed to.’

There seems to be a tendency for (2.111b) to be interpreted in such a way that Peter and
John started out equal. This effect disappears when the verb phrase is an achievement and
not an accomplishment (i. e. does not contain a movement verb that is not, on its own, an
activity):

(2.112) Peter
Peter

hat
has

höher
higher

als
than

Hans
John

angefangen,
started

und
and

er
he

ist
is

auch
also

weiter
further

nach
to

oben
OBEN

gekommen.
reach
‘Peter started out higher than John, and so he ended up further up, too.’

The verb kommen + GOAL in this context means “manage to get to GOAL”, not “arrive
at GOAL”, which is not easily replicated in English. The sentence is more marked with
klettern ‘climb’, but not impossible. The oddness may be due to it being strange to name
the manner of movement only at the end instead of establishing at the outset that Peter and
John are climbing.

There is one locative adverb of this kind for every spatial direction, the others being
unten, hinten, vorne, links and rechts. They behave analogously and are, as it has turned
out, alike to open in important respects.
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The corresponding English expressions seem to share some of this behavior, but the
difference between up and upwards obscures it. I leave the closer investigation of these to
further research.

Facts about nach oben and its relatives

(i) ambiguous between a positive endstate and a comparative reading

(ii) scalar properties unclear

(iii) have both comparative and positive endstate readings with measure phrases

(iv) have both simple and double comparative readings with further

(iv) generally similar to open

2.4.3 Across and Through

In fact, there are two less particular directional prepositions that have been noticed as
displaying variable telicity behavior.11 These are across and through.

(2.113) a. The insect crawled through the tube (for two hours/in two hours).
b. Mary limped across the bridge (for ten minutes/in ten minutes).

(Piñón 1993, (46a, c))

There is, however, an important difference between these two and the German PPs that we
saw in the last section: they do not allow modification by by-phrases.

(2.114) a. The cat went (*by 2 meters) across the street (*by 2 meters).
b. John wandered (*by 2 kilometers) through the forest (*by 2 kilometers).

(2.115) a. *Die Katze lief um 2 Meter über die Straße.
b. *Hans wanderte um 2 Kilometer durch den Wald.

This constitutes some evidence to the effect that what is going on here is something differ-
ent than in DAs and the expressions in the preceding sections.

11Cf. Piñón (1993), Zwarts (2005).
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2.5 Conclusion

This chapter was devoted to the phenomenology of degree achievement verbs. We have
slightly reframed the issue of DAs vis-à-vis the traditional debate by pointing out that there
are in principle two kinds of readings: positive endstate readings, where the positive of
the corresponding adjective holds in the result state, and comparative endstate readings,
where only an increase in the relevant property is said to have taken place. Both kinds of
interpretations are compatibel with various modifiers, and while positive endstate readings
are always telic, comparative endstate readings can be either.

It was then pointed out that said modifiers themselves raise issues. We find almost all
comparative modifiers with DAs, but also positive modifiers. Futhermore, with more, we
observe both double comparative interpretations (i. e. where more expresses comparison of
the difference value) and single comparative readings (where more introduces a compara-
tive with respect to the endstate value).

We have further confirmed the notion that the occurence of the positive endstate reading
depends on the scale structure of the corresponding adjective in that the positive endstate
reading is available and in fact preferred if and only if the scale is closed. It was emphasized
that this also holds for the neglected group of DAs with scales closed from below.

In addition, it was observed that DAs seem to fall into two classes both morphologically
and semantically. The first class, which is derived from stubbornly relative adjectives, never
show a positive endstate reading and often exhibit morphological components indicative of
the comparative. DAs from closed-scale adjectives, on the other hand, have the positive
endstate reading and never show comparative morphology at least in English and German.
Since this looks hardly like a coincidence, it would be expected to be the case also in other
languages.

It eventually turned out that the central phenomenon of allowing for two different kinds
of result states is observable beyond the category of deadjectival verbs from gradable ad-
jectives. We find it with open and close(d), which are very similar to gradable adjectives in
their behavior, and must in some sense still be scalar, but resist proper degree morphology
and have some similarity to locative phrases. And it turns out that some German locative
expressions are indeed subject to the phenomenon as well.
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CHAPTER 3

PREVIOUS APPROACHES

There have been several attempts to theoretically capture the systematic ambiguity of
degree achievements that we saw in the last chapter. In the following, we wil evaluate them
theoretically and test them against the data we have established.1

3.1 Dowty (1979) and Abusch (1986)

Dowty (1979) assumes that DAs have a positive core—i. e. the verb cool, for instance,
means “become cool”—, as he regards a comparative base as morphologically unmotivated.
So the puzzle for him is why they allow durational adverbs, i. e. for-adverbials, at all. He
observes that the adjectives underlying verbs of this kind are always vague predicates, so
he doesn’t consider DAs with closed scales.

The idea, then, based on model-theoretic treatments of vague predicates, is that “the
soup cooled” is true on the atelic reading if there is some resolution of the vagueness of
cool so that the soup was cool after the event and not before. Dowty was displeased with the
explicit reference to resolutions that this necessitated, and did not pursue the issue further.

Abusch (1986) accepts this need for explicit mention and analyzes the underlying ad-
jectives like cool as functions from contexts2 to properties of individuals. The telicity of
the verb then depends on the treatment of the context argument. One possibility is to insert
the context of the utterance, the alternative is to apply existential closure.

1Degree Achievements have been mentioned in various ways in more sources than the ones treated here,
e. g. in Winter (2006), Piñón (2008). However, these will be excluded as they make no contribution to the
problem of explaining the systematic ambiguity.

2In this framework, contexts are simply (partial) resolutions of vagueness.
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(3.1) a. BECOME[cool(cu)(the soup)]
b. ∃c[BECOME[cool(c)(the soup)]]

(3.1a)

means that the soup became what counts as cool in the context of the utterance, which,
for a soup, is probably room temperature. Thus, we get the telic reading. (3.1b) just says
the soup became what counts as cool in some context. But since contexts can vary pretty
radically, this amounts just to an increase in coolness.3

3.1.1 Evaluation

In the analysis of Klein (1980), which Abusch refers to, the context is meant to deter-
mine, among other things, a comparison class for the adjective, which is then partitioned
into a positive and a negative extension, and possibly an extension gap (for which it is ac-
tually undefined). Klein argues that the comparison class itself should not be represented
explicitly because it doesn’t behave like an indexical, but like the domain restriction of a
quantifier. The argument is based on the fact that the comparison class is not constant under
ellipsis:

(3.2) Jorge’s elephant was big, and Ivan’s burro was too.
(Heim and Kennedy 2002, (58))

Here, the adjective in the ellipsis site is interpreted with a different comparison class. This
is not possible with deictic expressions:

(3.3) a. Jorge didn’t ride it, but Ivan did. (same entity)
b. Jorge rode a big one, and Ivan did too. (same kind of thing)

But this does not speak against respresenting the context explicitly. After all, the context
is supposed to be something assigned to the whole utterance, not to an occurance of an ad-
jective. Presumably, the reason why comparison classes can differ for different occurences

3For this to work, it has to be assumed that the inference from cool to not (really) cold is an implicature.
Otherwise, it cannot be excluded that the verb cool could also describe an increase in temperature. But this
assumption strikes me as plausible and unproblematic.
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is that the context assigns comparison classes as a function of the kind of argument the
adjective takes. This suggests that the context argument could be treated like the world ar-
gument: every expression has it, and it is passed on in the course of functional application
up to the sentence, except if a function uses it. We will see such functions in a moment.
In fact, this seems to be what Klein has in mind: he explicitly mentions the parallel to the
world argument.

But there may still be a problem with using contexts in this manner. For adjectives like
beautiful and clever, it is not entirely clear what exactly they measure. There are different
respects of cleverness, and beauty lies in the eye of the beholder. This is what Kennedy
(2007) calls indeterminacy. In Klein’s picture, contexts are also responsible for resolving
indeterminacy; and what else should be? Therefore, it seems possible that a change in
context reverses a comparative statement. What is more beautiful in one context may be
considered less beautiful in another. It would then follow that the atelic reading of the
German verb verschönern, which is the DA corresponding to schön ‘beautiful’, should just
describe any change in beauty. But in fact, it refers to an increase in beauty as conceived in
the context of the utterance.

This problem could be avoided by using Kleinian degree modifiers. Klein analyzes
adverbs like very and fairly as functions that change the comparison class used by an ad-
jective. The general logical form of such adverbs is this:

(3.4) λAc(et)λcλx.A(c[X ])(x)

c[X ] is defined as that context c′ that is just like c, except that the comparison class in c′ is
X . Klein’s hypothesis for very, then, is that it restricts the comparison class to the positive
extension of the adjective: very tall would mean “tall for a tall thing”.4

(3.5) [[very]] = λAc(et)λcλx.A(c[pos(A(c))])(x)

For DAs, one could now try quantifying over degree modifiers D instead of quantifying
over contexts in order to obtain the atelic reading:

4This should be experimentally testable, but I’m not aware that the relevant investigation has been under-
taken.
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(3.6) a. Wir
we

haben
have

das
the

Zimmer
room

verschönert.
beautified

‘We embellished the room.’
b. λe.∃D [BECOME(D(beautiful)(c)(the room))(e)]

Since D only affects the comparison class, the standards of beauty remain the same.

However, this requires a much more substantive semantic operation than mere existen-
tial closure of an already existing argument. The difference between the comparative and
the positive endstate reading can no longer be reduced to the treatment of an argument—
existential closure or insertion of a fixed value—, but involves much more. In effect, this
amounts to postulating a simple ambiguity for DAs, without explaining any of the system-
aticity.

It has been pointed out by Kennedy and Levin (2008) that positing the positive of an
adjective as the basis for (at least certain) DAs is problematic because of the interpretation
of measure phrases:

(3.7) a. The soup cooled (by) 5 degrees.
b. → The soup is now 5 degrees cooler than before.
c. 9 The soup is now 5 degrees cool.

A measure phrase is always interpreted as a difference value and never as specifying the
endpoint. This is inexplicable if DAs contain a positive and not a comparative. In addition,
a DA allows a measure phrase with by, like a comparative, but differently from a positive.
In fact, the very possibility of modifiers that pertain to the difference value is a miracle on
this analysis.

But in fact, there is a more general issue with this approach. It is designed for relative
adjectives, but as we have seen in the last chapter, DAs from relative adjectives may not
show a positive endstate reading at all. And more fatally, it fails to capture the compara-
tive readings of DAs from absolute adjectives, since their standard is context-independent,
which makes the two readings in Abusch’s analysis equivalent. We must therefore conclude
that this kind of analysis is wholly on the wrong track.
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3.2 Hay, Kennedy & Levin (1999)

Hay et al. (1999) (henceforth HKL) assign a uniform comparative semantics to degree
achievements and want to derive the positive endstate reading by a pragmatic process that
is somehow such that it targets DAs with closed scales more easily.

The formal meaning HKL give for the verbal component of DAs is a function IN-
CREASE:

(3.8) [[INCREASE]](φ)(x)(d)(e) = 1 iff φ(x)(SPO(e))+d = φ(x)(EPO(e))

(HKL, (16))

φ is a time-dependent measure function, which maps an individual and a time to the degree
to which the individual possesses a certain property at that time. For instance, the measure
function height maps an individual to its height (at a certain time). This would be the
meaning of the adjectival root. SPO and EPO are functions that map an event to its temporal
starting point and endpoint, respectively. So INCREASE is true of such a φ and an individual
x, a degree d and an event e just in case x’s degree of φ -ness increases by d in the course of
e.

This gives us a straightforward semantics for DA sentences involving measure phrases:

(3.9) a. The soup cooled by 5 degrees.
b. ∃e(INCREASE(cool)(the soup)(5 inches)(e)) (())

The telicity behavior of different DAs is now derived from what we do with the degree
argument if there is no explicit different value expressed in the syntax. According to HKL,
one strategy is to bind it existentially, which leads to an atelic interpretation. However, if
we can somehow make the sentence more informative, then we do so: we derive a con-
versational implicature that is effectively equivalent to inserting a certain value as a degree
argument. If the scale includes a maximum, then a well-defined informative value is always
available (i. e. the difference between the scalar maximum and the value at the beginning
of the event), so the verb is telic by default. Due to the nature of this interpretation as an
inplicature, however, it is cancellable:

(3.10) I straightened the rope, but not completely. (HKL, (32b))
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The same process is said to give rise to the variable telicity behavior of verbs like cool.
Instead of using the maximum that is provided by the scale, a conventional threshold is
employed to make the sentence maximally informative in a non-arbitrary way.

In addition, HKL claim that their approach can also explain the telicity behavior of
verbs with incremental themes, and is therefore corroborated.

(3.11) a. She ate the sandwich in 5 minutes.
b. She ate the sandwich for 5 minutes. (HKL, (37))

The telic interpretation is the default because the interpretation where the whole sandwich
is eaten is the most informative.

3.2.1 Evaluation

HKL fail to provide any details on how exactly this alleged conversational implicature
would work. They merely say that the implicature somehow “bestows a lower bound on
the difference value”, which is an entirely ill-defined notion.

Relevance Implicatures

Leaving aside the formal problem of capturing the idea of a “lower bound”, the only
pragmatic notion I can see that would somehow distinguish a particular value on the scale
is that of relevance. It therefore suggests itself to try and analyse the telicization of DAs as
a relevance implicature.

Here is an example of a relevance implicature with a gradable adjective:

(3.12) For some task, a person is required to be over 2m, and the topic of the conversa-
tion is the question who would be fit for the task.
A: Peter is about average, so he’s out. But Max is tall! ; Max is probably tall
enough for the task.
B: No, he isn’t.

In this context, saying that someone is tall carries a relevance implicature that he is suffi-
ciently tall. Note that B is not denying the conjunction of “Max is tall” and the implicature,
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which would be compatible with Max being tall, but not tall enough. He is only denying
that Max is tall.

The argument for DAs from absolute adjectives would then have to be that what is
usually relevant is the difference between the positive of the adjective obtaining and not
obtaining, and that this gives rise to an inference to the effect of a positive endstate reading.
That this is a possible source for a relevance implicature is not implausible, but ultimately
untestable.

The Locality Problem

What puts the idea that a conversational implicature is responsible for positive endstate
readings in doubt is the fact that they are apparently embeddable. Conversational impli-
catures are supposed to be computed of whole utterances,5 yet there is no problem with
having the positive endstate reading in the scope of various adverbials.

In particular, almost is a very clear case in point. It was observed already in Hay (1998)
that telic DAs with almost are ambiguos, while atelic ones are not.

(3.13) John almost dried the table.

a. John almost undertook a drying of the table. COUNTERFACTUAL

b. John made the table almost dry. SCALAR

German distinguishes these two readings morphologically. The counterfactual reading re-
quires counterfactual morphology on the verb, while the scalar reading goes with the in-
dicative (cf. Rapp and von Stechow 1999).6

5Exceptions to this are scalar implicatures, which have been argued to be a matter of a locally inserted
operator, e. g. in Chierchia et al. (2009). But see Sauerland (2004) and Geurts (2009) for Neo-Gricean views.

6Actually, Rapp and von Stechow report that their German does not allow for result-state-oriented scalar
readings of fast, but I find those acceptable, and so do some speakers I consulted with. A good example to
test this possibility is to add restitutive wieder with scope above fast:

(i) Peter
Peter

hat
has

den
the

Tisch
table

wieder
again

fast
almost

getrocknet.
dried

‘Peter almost dried the table again.’
� The table had been almost dry once before.
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(3.14) a. COUNTERFACTUAL

Hans
Hans

hätte
had.SUBJ

den
the

Tisch
table

fast
almost

getrocknet.
dried

b. SCALAR

Hans
Hans

hat
has.IND

den
the

Tisch
table

fast
almost

getrocknet.
dried

The counterfactual reading of (3.13) is not so problematic, as it is normally taken to mean
that no event of changing the dryness of the table took place at all. But the scalar reading
implies that the table’s dryness was increased, but not made maximal. If the DA has a
comparative semantics, then (part of the) literal meaning of (3.14b) is that there was an
event in which the dryness of the table was almost increased. I see no possibility for getting
from there to the desired meaning with implicatures, regardless of whether the negating
implication of almost (almost p implies not p) is an implicature or part of the semantics.
The positive meaning component has to appear in the semantic scope of almost in order for
the right meaning to result.

A possible way out would be to claim that almost itself contributes the endpoint-
orientation of the reading. But first, its meaning when combined with adjectival compara-
tives is quite different, and second, we have observed in section chapter 1 that almost on its
own does not mean almost completely. This is reflected in the contrast between (1.13) and
(1.15), repeated here as (3.15) and (3.16).

(3.15) a. The soup is almost cold.
b. ??This idea is almost stupid.
c. ??Peter is almost smart.
d. ?The towels are almost dirty.
e. #The tree is almost high.

(3.16) a. The skirt is almost completely dry.
b. The soup is almost completely cold.
c. This idea is almost completely stupid.
d. The towels are almost completely dirty.

Therefore, the problem remains.
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Modifiers

The pragmatic theory also has the problem of lacking an explanation for the fact that
certain positive modifiers that are incompatibel with adjectival comparatives occur with
DAs, of which we have seen a number in the last chapter, and also for the simple compara-
tive readings of more with DAs from partial adjectives.

Conclusion

It is clear that a theory that is based purely on conversational implicatures predicts
too little. The variable behavior of DAs has more reflexes in linguistic form than a purely
pragmatic story makes us expect. At the very least, a new, locally effective operation would
have to be invented to cope with the positive endstate reading, and this would be of little
explanatory value and still not allow us to integrate the positive modifiers into the picture.

3.3 Evaluativity (after Rett 2008)

Rett (2008) develops an account of so-called evaluative readings of adjectival construc-
tions. Evaluative readings of a such constructions are such that they entail the positive of
the relevant adjective. This entailment is usually a presupposition. Here are some English
examples.

(3.17) a. Peter is as short as Mary. �Mary is short.
b. How short is Peter? � Peter is short.

In some languages, e. g. Russian (cf. Krasikova 2009), there is an evaluative comparative
that differs morphologically from the non-evaluative version.

(3.18) a. Katja
Katja

ne
NEG

vysokaja,
tall

no
but

ona
she

vyše,
taller

čem
than

Sergej.
Sergej.

‘Katja is not tall, but she is taller than Sergej’
b. *Katja

Katja
ne
NEG

vysokaja,
tall

no
but

ona
she

bolee
more

vysokaja,
tall

čem
than

Sergej.
Sergej.

‘*Katja is not tall, but she is even taller than Sergej.’
(Krasikova 2009, (8))
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Rett uses a degree semantics for adjectives and derives these meanings with an operator
which is also active in the positive of an adjective. The evaluativity operator is defined
thus, with si being the contextual standard for the adjective in question:

(3.19) [[EVAL]] = λD.λd.D(d)∧d > si

This operator restricts a set of degrees to the maximal subset of it whose elements are above
a certain standard. Presuppositions can now arise from the interplay of this operator with a
maximality operator. This can be seen in Rett’s analysis of the equative:

(3.20) a. Adam is as short as Dough.
b. ∃d[MAX(λd′.short(Adam,d′))= d∧MAX(λd′′.tall(Dough,d′′)∧d′′> stall)=

d]

If Dough is not short, then {d′′|tall(Doug,d′′)∧d′′> stall}will be empty, and the maximal-
ity operator is, of course, not defined for the empty set. Therefore, the sentence presupposes
that Doug is short.

Rett suggests that this operator might also be involved in telic readings of DAs, but does
not develop an analysis. It is indeed possible to provide a decompositional semantics for
DAs that provides an attachment site for the EVAL-operator that leads to the right truth con-
ditions. The description of the result state of the DA would have to contain a comparative
phrase looking like this:

(3.21)

EVAL -er than before e
Adj.

The possible type problem that arises when combining the left constituent, which is of
type dt, with the adjective root (which involves an individual argument and maybe even a
state argument) could be solved by either movement of PRO, variable types, or a typeshift-
ing rule.

This approach, however, faces significant problems. If insertion of the operator in this
place is possible in DAs, then it should also be in comparatives. But comparatives never
entail the positive for the subject, while DAs exhibit a strong preference for the positive
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endstate reading. Furthermore, DAs with comparative modifiers do not entail the positive
endstate:

(3.22) Peter slightly straightened the rope. 6→ Peter made the rope slighty straighter
and straight.

This fundamental problem strikes me as insurmountable, so I conclude that the idea of
trying to link telic DAs to evaluativity as seen in equatives, degree questions and some
comparatives is not workable.

3.4 Kennedy & Levin (2008)

Kennedy and Levin (2008) (henceforth K&L) attempt to capture the relationship be-
tween scale structure and telicity, as well as the connection between comparatives and
DAs, more formally.

They build on the view presented in section 1.2.1 that adjectives denote mesure func-
tions and that the scale structure of an adjective determines its standard. For present pur-
poses, it is necessary to tense our degree semantics: a measure function does not assign a
degree to an individual, but to an individual at a time. Consequently, the positive operator
must have a time argument as well.

(3.23) [[POS]] = λg ∈ De(id)λxλ t.g(x)(t)≥ STND(g) (K&L, (16))

If a measure phrase, which is considered to refer to a degree, is included in the expres-
sion, another operator is used instead of POS:

(3.24) [[µ]] = λg ∈ De(id)λdλxλ t.g(x)(t)≥ d (K&L, (30))

Comparatives are then analyzed in a non-standard way as derived measure functions.

(3.25) Difference Functions7

For any measure function m from objects and times to degrees on a scale S, and
for any d ∈ S, m↑d is a function just like m except that:

i. its range is {d′ ∈ S|d ≤ d′}, and
ii. for any x, t in the domain of m, if m(x)(t)≤ d then m↑d(x)(t) = d.
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(K&L, (23))

This8 means that for any d, m↑d is a measure function that maps any x to m(x) if m(x)≥
d, and to d if m(x) < d. The scale is effectively cut off at a certain value by treating
anything below that value as equivalent.

(3.26)

d

Sm

Sm↑d

The contribution of comparative morphology is to derive such a difference function from
the original adjective and the degree that is given by the than-phrase.9 Effectively, the
comparative is also a measure function whose range has been cut below the value that is
given by the than-phrase. Thus, POS (or µ) is needed also in comparatives.

Such derived scales are always closed from below, so comparatives are interpreted with
a minimum standard. But this minimum standard is the value that is compared with, so the
right meaning results.

As an example, consider the following sentence:

(3.27) Peter is taller than Martin.

Its LF could look like this: (The copula and than are semantically vacuous.)10

7As it is defined, the difference function does not seam to yield a real difference value. For instance,
tall↑1.60m(Martin) does not return 25cm if Martin is 1.85m tall. This necessitates at least a minor amendment
of the semantics of µ:

(i) [[µ]] = λg ∈ De(id)λdλxλ t.g(x)(t)−MIN(g)≥ d

But then again, this semantics for µ does not work for positive adjectives with a scale that is not closed
from below. Perhaps it would be more adequate to keep it the way it is and have measure phrases denote
predicates of intervals instead of degrees, as it has been suggested by Schwarzschild (2005).

8In the following explication and example, I will ignore the time argument of the measure function.
9K&L do not elaborate on how this would work with a clausal than-expression.

10There is an alternative where the comparative morpheme combines first with the adjectival root and then
with the than-clause.
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(3.28) 4

Peter 3

POS 2

1

-er Martin

tall

The meaning of the comparative morpheme will have to be something like this:

(3.29) [[-er]] = λx.λg ∈ Ded.g
↑
g(x)

And this, then, is the compositional meaning of nodes 1 through 3:

[[1]] = [[-er]]([[Martin]])

= [λx.λg ∈ Ded.g
↑
g(x)](Martin) = λg ∈ Ded.g

↑
g(Martin)

[[2]] = [[1]]([[tall]]) = λg ∈ Ded.g
↑
g(Martin)(tall) = tall↑tall(Martin)

[[3]] = POS([[2]]) = [λg ∈ Ded.λx.g(x)≥ STND(g)](tall↑tall(Martin))

= λx.tall↑tall(Martin)(x)≥ stnd(tall↑tall(Martin))

Since tall↑tall(Martin) has a scale that is closed from below, its standard is the minimum
value of the scale, in this case tall(Martin). In addition, we have to avoid triviality and
change ≥ to >, so that:

[[3]] = λx.tall↑tall(Martin)(x)> tall(Martin)

Now assume that Martin is 1.60m tall and Peter 1.85m. In that case, tall↑tall(Martin) is

tall↑1.60m. Since 1.85m ≥ 1.60m, this function maps Peter to the same value as tall, namely
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1.85m. Therefore:

[[4]] = [[3]]([[Peter]]) = [λx.tall↑1.60m(x)> 1.60m](Peter)

= 1.85m > 1.60m = 1

Alternatively, let’s say that Martin is still 1.60m tall, but Peter’s height is only 1.55m.
Since Peter’s height is below Martin’s height, tall↑tall(Martin) will map him onto Martin’s
height.

[[4]] = [[3]]([[Peter]]) = [λx.tall↑1.60m(x)> 1.60m](Peter)

= 1.60m > 1.60m = 0

Degree achievements are then analyzed as containing a very similar derived measure
function, the measure of change function m∆.

(3.30) Measure of Change

For any measure function m, m∆ = λx.λe.m↑m(x)(BEG(e))(x)(END(e)).

(K&L (25))

This function measures the change in a property that an object undergoes in an event. Its
range is the scale of the underlying adjective, but everything below the value that the object
had at the beginning of the event is cut off. Therefore, like comparatives, it has a scale
that’s closed from below.

Consequently, there are verbal version of the comparative, POS and µ:

(3.31) a. [[-erv]] = λg ∈ De(id).g∆

b. [[POSv]] = λg ∈ Dm∆
λxλe.g(x)(e)≥ STND(g) (K&L, (26))

c. [[µv]] = λg ∈ Dm∆
λdλxλe.g(x)(e)≥ d (K&L, (32))

The composition works analogously to the adjectival comparative.

(3.32) a. The gap widened.
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the gap
POSv -erv wide

b. ∃e[wide↑wide(the gap)(BEG(e))(the gap)(END(e))

> STND(wide↑wide(the gap)(BEG(e)))]

For DAs associated with open scale adjectives, the scale of the measure of change
function is closed from below. Therefore, the verb is interpreted with a minimum standard:
As soon as the final degree is above the initial degree, the event predicate holds. It is easy
to see that this results in atelicity.

If the scale is closed from above, then the derived scale of the verb inherits the maximal
element. As a result, both a maximum and a minimum standard interpretation are possible.
Apparently, the maximum standard interpretation—which is telic—is preferred because it
is stronger, although K&L do not state precisely how this comes about.

The obvious question that arises at this point is why adjectival comparatives never re-
ceive a maximum standard interpretation. K&L suggest that the maximum standard inter-
pretation is blocked by the positive: The comparative with a maximum standard interpre-
tation doesn’t say more about A than the positive, so it is not available. We shall see in a
moment whether this is satisfactory.

For verbs like cool, which give the impression of having an open scale but still allowing
a positive endstate reading, K&L propose that it is possible for an open scale adjective (or
verb) to have a relevant value conventionally associated with it. For cool, this would be
something like room temperature. This value can then be used as a standard, and so a telic
meaning arises.

3.4.1 Evaluation

Standards in Comparatives

K&L’s idea was that a maximum standard interpretation for the comparative is blocked
because the plain positive would be a simpler way to express the same thing. This is not
intuitively obvious: After all, a comparative also tells us something about the thing that is
compared with; in the case of closed-scale adjectives, that it is not at the end of the scale.
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So why doesn’t (3.33a) mean the same as (3.33b)?

(3.33) a. A is straighter than B.
b. A is straight and B is not.

It is not clear that (3.33a) would really imply that B is not straight on K&L’s analysis. For
what happens when B is, in fact, straight is that the derived scale contains only one degree,
namely the straightness of B, which is also the maximum. With a maximum standard, the
result would be this:

(3.34) straight↑straight(B)(A)≥ straight(B)

If B’s straightness is maximal and A’s is as well, then (3.34) is fulfilled, as it contains only
≥ and not >. There may be a suspicion here: if the scale contains only the one maxi-
mal degree of straightness, shouldn’t the triviality avoiding mechanism that is responsible
for minimum standards also somehow change the ≥ to >? It is very plausible that this
should not be so. What we are facing here is not logically necessary triviality, because the
“triviality” depends on the contingent identity of B.

If this is correct, then the maximum standard interpretation for comparatives of closed-
scale adjectives would indeed be synonymous with the positive11 and could be blocked
by it. Note that, if we follow Kennedy’s view of the standard function from section 1.2.1,
the synonymity and markedness considerations leading to the blocking would all have to be
part of determining the value of the STND function (and not a question of choosing between
different meanings of an ambiguous morpheme). That the maximum standard is blocked
by the positive effectively means that STND always picks out the minimum standard in
comparatives because it is somehow aware that there would otherwise be synonymity with
the positive. The same goes for the preference for stronger meanings, which is responsible
for the telic default of closed-scale DAs: it also has to be part of the standard function itself.

On Husband’s (forthcoming) version with the different positive morphemes, these con-
siderations would instead govern the choice between different operators, which is intu-
itively more appealing. Then the blocking of the maximum standard comparative by the
positive would be more akin to principles that have been invoked in the context of evalu-

11There is one thing that the comparative requires which is irrelevant to the positive: B has to be a longish
material object in order to have a straightness at all. But it is very unclear to me what the status of such
requirements is. They may not even be presuppositions.
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ative adjectival constructions and therefore have at least a bit of independent support (cf.
Rett 2008, Krasikova 2009).

The Positive Endstate Reading

So far only the explanation for the positive endstate reading of DAs with upper-closed
scales is reasonably clear. K&L say nothing about DAs with lower-closed scales, and their
theory offers no resources for explaining their positive endstate reading.

We have argued in the last chapter that there aren’t actually any open-scale DAs with
positive endstate readings and that cool in particular has a context-dependent, but closed
scale. This had better be correct, since K&L’s treatment of cool is problematic. Recall
that they say that it can have a positive endstate reading because it has a conventionally
associated standard, which would be room temperature. But this isn’t actually true; the
standard of coolness can differ from room temperature depending on the context.

(3.35) a. Context: We are waiting for a hot soup to become edibly cool. (But a soup

is clearly eaten at more than room temperature.)

Is the soup cool already?
b. Context: We have put a pudding in the fridge.

Is the pudding cool already?
c. Context: When waiting for the heat in a device to dissipate.

Is the device cool already?

In (3.35a), (3.35b) and (3.35c), the standard for coolness is above, below or at room tem-
perature, respectively. Nevertheless, all three contexts would allow the use of telic cool. So
how is this standard supposed to be conventional and not context-determined?

Even if this can be made sense of, we need a further stipulation to the effect that this
standard is inherited by cool∆. This is not unproblematic: what if the standard is off the
scale of cool∆ because the object we’re talking about is already beyond it? This may be
reflected in a presupposition: the object of cool∆ must not be cool before the event. This
leads us to yet another problem: how come that cool can also have a comparative reading?
What makes the standard function suddenly not target the lexical standard?

This could be made slightly more sense of with Husband’s ambiguous POS (cf. section
1.2.2: the comparative reading contains POS3, and the telic reading involves POS1, where
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by stipulation STAND-OUT(m∆) = STAND-OUT(m) (perhaps with the additional restriction
“if STAND-OUT(m) is on the scale of m∆”). However, the problem that this inheritance is
suspect and that there is an issue with the standard being or not being on the derived scale
remains. Their resolution would involve a lot of stipulation about the STND (or STAND-
OUT) function, which is not very explanatory and suggests that there is something seriously
wrong with K&L’s approach to cool.

The next problem we face is DAs with lower-closed scale. K&L’s proposal predicts
them to have only a comparative reading, while almost the opposite is actually the case.
Again, a solution could be stipulated by making the STND function somehow target the
minimum of the non-derived scale, but this is of little explanatory value and fails at the
simple comparative readings with more that we saw in chapter 2.

Comparatives and More Comparatives

K&L’s analysis relies on a very specific conception of comparative semantics which
has the notable property of forcing rigid scope on the degree phrase. This non-standard
assumption has recently been explored by Beck (2009), but turned out to conflict with the
data on the resolution of comparative ellipsis.12 In addition, Hackl (2011) presents exper-
imental evidence to the effect that degree phrases are quantifiers and undergo quantifier
raising.

It is obvious that K&L’s analysis predicts the absence of simple comparative readings
with DAs with more, since a comparative is already a crucial part of the verb. But even
double comparatives are not straightforward. More may either be a comparative morpheme
itself, in which case it would map a measure function onto another measure function. One
might want to apply this to m∆. The first two problems are immobility of the comparative,
which makes it difficult to get the apparent scopal behavior in (3.36), and the fact that we
do not know how to treat sentential than-expressions in their semantics.

(3.36) [ more [ than λ1 John [ lengthened his rope t1 ] ] ] [ λ1 Peter [ lengthened his
rope t1 ] ]

And then there is also some type incompatibility because m∆ is actually a measure relation
(between an individual and an event), but this could presumably be solved by a type-shifting

12See Heim (2009) for specific argumentation against immobile DegPs.
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rule, which would then also generate the verbal versions of POS and µ .

A final, but crucial problem has to do with the comparison of degrees across different
measure functions.

Assume the following scenario for (3.36):

(3.37) John lengthened his rope from 5m to 10m. Peter lengthened his rope from 8m to
12m.

In this scenario, the sentence is supposed to be false, since Peter lengthened his rope actu-
ally less (only 4m) than John did (5m).

A K&L-LF for this would look something like this:

(3.38)

Peter

CAUSE

his rope

POSv

more d

than . . .

long∆

-erv long

Now the scale of long∆ is cut off at the value that Peter’s rope had before e, and thus at 8m.
Since we have, for the sake of the argument, assumed that the problem with interpreting the
than-clause can be fixed somehow, d could either be the final value of John’s rope, i e. 10m,
or the difference value in John’s lengthening, that is 5m. The simplest assumption would
then be that more cuts off the scale of long∆ at d. But for d = 5m, this would be vacuous,
and for d = 10m, it would still result in the sentence being true by effectively giving us a
simple comparative reading where none is available.

So more has to be given a more substantive semantics, which would require the than-
clause in the above example to refer to 5m and not to 10m.

(3.39) [[more]] = λd.λg∆.λx.λe.(g∆)
↑
MIN(g∆)+d
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This looks rather unelegant, as it was tailored specifically for the construction at hand, and
is, of course, still subject to the first two problems mentioned above.

An more promising alternative is to analyze more as a comparative of much. It could
be located in the specifier of µ and be a measure function on intervals. I suspect that it is
possible to spell this out, but I will not attempt it here.

Modifiers

An attractive feature of K&L’s analysis is that it reconciles the idea that DAs have a
comparative basis with the fact that they can be modified by completely, which can only
appear with positive adjectives, but not comparatives: a comparative with completely would
be blocked by the positive with completely, but no such blocking applies to the verb.

What is slightly worrisome is the fact that completely does not only occur with DAs
with upper-cosed scales.

(3.40) Peter completely dirtied his pants.

(3.41) Peter
Peter

ist
is

völlig
completely

verblödet.
become.stupid

‘Peter has become completely stupid.’

Note that it must really modify the underlying comparative, as it can appear in the scope of
restitutive again:

(3.42) Peter
Peter

ist
is

wieder
again

völlig
completely

verblödet.
become.stupid

‘Peter has become completely stupid again.’

K&L themselves do not decompose the verbal predicate into a result state description and
an event description, but this could easily be done, and there are strong arguments to the
effect that it should be.13 In that case, completely must be attached to the result state
description below restitutive again and can therefore only see the comparative below it.
Whether this is really a problem will depend on what the meaning of completely turns out
to be, but the fact that it would also have to work with derived measure functions (and
in such a way as to yield the same result whether it is applied to the basic or the derived

13Cf. inter alia von Stechow (1996), von Stechow (2001) and Beck (2005).
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function!) may add additional complication to that.

The integration of proportional modifiers is also a possible source of problems.

(3.43) Peter
Peter

füllte
filled

das
the

Glas
glass

halb.
half

‘Peter filled the glass halfway.’→ The glass was half full at the end.

Again, it is clear that halb cannot modify the verb as a whole, but only the result state:

(3.44) Peter
Peter

füllte
filled

das
the

Glas
glass

wieder
again

halb.
half

‘Peter made the glass half full again.’

(3.45) Das
the

Becken
basin

muss
must

für
for

eine
a

halbe
half

Stunde
hour

halb
half

geleert
emptied

werden.
become

‘The basin must be made half empty for half an hour.’

(3.44) has a restitutive reading which presupposes that the glass had been half full before,
and in (3.45), the basin must be half empty for half an hour. The most promising way of
integrating it there seems to me to attach it directly to the derived measure function instead
of POSv and give it the following meaning:14

(3.46) [[halbv]] = λg ∈ Dm∆
λxλe.g(x)(e)≥ 1

2 MAX(g)

If we apply this to, for instance, full, then, when the initial value is below the middle of the
scale, everything comes out alright; if the initial value is above the middle,15 but, then the
requirement is trivially fulfilled, but this problem is solvable: one way would be to say that
a modifier must not be vacuous. Another solution appears once one properly decomposes
the DA into a result state description and a BECOME-operator, as that operator either asserts
or presupposes that the result state didn’t hold before the event.

14The fact that a specific verbal version is needed does not appear particularly bothersome. First, if DAs
are properly decomposed, it may disappear anyway, and second, the verbal versions could easily be generated
from the adjectival forms by a type-shifting rule.

15This would mean that the middle is not on the derived scale, but the ≥ relation should still be defined,
since it is defined on the scale of the underlying adjective.
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Conclusion

K&L’s theory is original and turns out to be the best we have so far. But it still suf-
fers from incompleteness and many shortcomings, especially a number of false or missing
predictions.

(i) It presupposes a questionable theory of comparatives that involves rigid DegP-scope.

(ii) It cannot deal with simple comparative meanings of DAs more.

(iii) The apparent positive endstate readings of DAs with lower-closed scales are not pre-
dicted.

(iv) The possibility of completely with open-scale DAs like dirty and German verblöden

may cause problems.

(v) Extension to variable endstates that do not come from gradable adjectives seems
possible, but is not obvious.

3.5 Conclusion

None of the theories we have so far is wholly satisfactory. The original Dowty-Abusch
idea is to use a positive core with a comparison class semantics (as opposed to a degree
semantics), but this turns out to be wholly misguided, perhaps because at the time of its
invention, not even the right target phenomena were made out. An attempt to link positive
endstate readings of DAs to evaluative comparatives, following suggestions by Rett (2008),
proved equally unworkable. A purely pragmatic analysis for the positive endstate readings,
which assumes a positive core, as proposed by Hay et al. (1999), also fails. Not only could
no mechanism be determined according to which the derivation of the positive endstate
readings would proceed. The interaction of the positive endstate reading with various mod-
ifiers is good reason to believe that there is something wrong with such an approach at a
basic level.

The only real analytical progress that I can see has been made by Kennedy and Levin
(2008). Their theory starts out with a very specific conception of the comparative core of
DAs and works at the semantic level, but includes influence by contextual factors. This
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allows them to successfully derive the link between the choice of standard in positive ad-
jectives and the availability of the positive endstate readings of DAs with upper-closed
scales. But apart from the problem that the theory rests on problematic assumptions about
the comparative, it fails on two empirical points that were no considered in its develop-
ment: the existence DAs with lower-closed scales, and the existence of simple and double
comparative readings with more.
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CHAPTER 4

TOWARDS IMPROVEMENT

Only a small step towards improvement will be taken in this chapter: it will be argued
that DAs must be accepted as being genuinely ambiguous and that the most elegant way of
stating that ambiguity is through morphological underspecification. The rest of the chapter
is devoted to contributing to improvement by revealing further obstacles on the path that
have not yet received attention, namely the implications of having atelic result states on the
one hand and certain constructions that involve DAs and directional PPs on the other.

4.1 (De)composing DAs

4.1.1 Ambiguity as Underspecification

In the last section, we saw attempts to somehow analyze all degree achievements as
containing a comparative core, and they all turned out to be lacking. There is are two
crucial phenomena that resisted reconciliation with the assumption that all DAs always
contain a comparative, but would pose no problem if they were sometimes built from a
positive.1

(i) simple versus double comparative readings of closed-scale DAs with more

(ii) positive endstate readings of DAs with lower-closed scales

1Once Kennedy and Levin’s (2008) very particular theory of the comparative, which involves an immobile
DegP, is rejected, this list becomes significantly longer, essentially including everything that has to do with
positive endstate readings.
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Notably, neither of these properties applies to open-scale DAs, which are also the only
ones that ever contain morphological reflexes of the comparative (at least in German and
English).

I see no way to deal with this but by accepting some degree of ambiguity: closed-
scale DAs optionally contain a comparative. In the following, I will merely sketch an
attempt at a not entirely arbitrary statement of this ambiguity, with very limited attention
to the morpho-syntactic details. In line with much recent literature on verbs, I will assume
that verbal predicates are syntactically decomposed into a result state description and an
eventive component.

At the bottom of the structure, there is the morphological verb itself, which is seman-
tically identical to the adjectival root, but carries features to regulate what comes above
it. I will follow von Stechow’s (2007) way of decomposing verbs, which assumes a view
of agreement like that in Zeijlstra (2008), but the idea that underspecification lies at the
core of the phenomenon does not depend on this particular way of implementing it. To
be concrete, we will, for now, assume the following features and logical types for lexical
items:2

(4.1) a. dirty [uBEC] type d(e(vt))

(i e. a relation between degrees, individuals and states)
b. BECOME [iBEC] type (vt)(vt)

(i e. a relation between predicates of states and events)
c. COMPv [iCOMP] type (d(e(vt)))(e(vt))

(i e. function that maps an adjective denotation to a relation between individ-
uals and states)

The precise lexical semantics of these will be investigated later on. We know enough
for now to see how the verbal predicate is composed. The [uBEC]-feature on the verb is
responsible for the merge of the BECOME-operator, but this cannot happen immediately,
as it would result in irresolvable type mismatch and thus uninterpretability. We have to
merge a degree operator and an object first. The crucial point is that the verb has neither
a [uCOMP]- nor a [uPOS]-feature, so we can freely choose between a comparative or a

2v is the logical type of eventualities, i. e. events and states.
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positive operator (or a degree adverb).3 The interpretable features that these operators
carry don’t mind the absence of corresponding uninterpretable features on the verb, as they
are perfectly self-sufficient. Ignoring causation, we obtain the following substructure of
dirty the pants.4

(4.2)

BECOME

[iBEC]
the pants

COMPv/POS

[iCOMP]/[iPOS]
dirty

[uBEC]

By contrast, open-scale DAs like lengthen bear an additional [uCOMP] feature, which fits
well with the fact that German verlängern actually contains the comparative morpheme.
Since this feature must be checked, our only choice for a degree morpheme is the compar-
ative.

Note that on this view, it looks like an accident that open-scale DAs don’t have a positive
endstate reading. If it turns out that warm and cool do not have closed scales after all, this
wouldn’t cause a problem for his theory of DAs.

Of course this raises the question is why it should be that open-scale DAs are lexicalized
with the [uCOMP] feature at all. In principle, they could just as easily also be underspec-
ified, which would then give rise to simple comparative readings with more and positive
endstate readings with measure phrases. I can only speculate that occurences of such con-
structions would perhaps be too rare to overcome a preference for stronger specification in
language acquisition, and that new DAs are formed by processes of analogy in the lexicon
that carry over the comparative feature from already existing verbs, so that a state of the
language with underspecified open-scale DAs could not be diachronically stable.

There is also an empirical issue that comes to mind, which I have to leave to further
investigation: are there cross-linguistic differences in the (non-)differentiation of compar-
ative and positive endstate DAs? That is, do we find languages that, systematically or not,
differentiate these readings morphologically?

3Presumably, an adjectival positive is equally unspecified, so there would might have to be a principle
that forbids the insertion of a comparative operator above an unspecified positive because the more specified
morphological comparative is available as an alternative.

4Headedness of the phrases is being deliberately ignored.
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4.1.2 Counterdirectional Again

It is a well-known fact that again, and in particular German wieder,5 is ambiguous
between a so-called repetitive and a restitutive reading. With DAs, there is a particular
reading that is called counterdirectional: what it presupposes is a previous change in the
opposite direction on the scale .

(4.3) a. Die
the

Suppe
soup

ist
has

wieder
again

ausgekühlt.
cooled.

� The temperature of the soup had previously risen.

Fabricius-Hansen (2001 and elsewhere) claims that this reading is actually historically the
oldest. She analyzes again as polysemous, where all meanings modify the whole event
predicate. The counterdirectional reading then presupposes that an event of somehow con-
trary direction has previously taken place. But note that his conception of “opposite direc-
tion” must be rather narrow and depend on the result states, as is shown by the following
example from von Stechow (1996):

(4.4) #Erst
first

ging
went

Anna
Anna

vorwärts.
forwards

Dann
then

ging
went

sie
she

wieder
again

rückwärts.
backwards

(von Stechow 1996, (9.24))

There is definitely a sense in which going backwards is the opposite of going forwards.
Still, the discourse is not felicitous on its own, as there is a presupposition that Anna went
backwards some time earlier. With verbs that represent a result state, the discourse is
possible:

(4.5) Erst
first

ging
went

Anna
Anna

vorwärts.
forwards

a. Dann
then

kehrte
turned

sie
she

wieder
again

um.
around

b. Dann
then

ging
went

sie
she

wieder
again

zurück.
back

(von Stechow 1996, (9.25))

5I will mostly use German examples in this section, as again is known to be somewhat more reluctant to
show the same variety of readings, although it seems to me that all example can actually be reproduced in
English.
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In any case, the historical situation is not really an argument for synchronic polysemy—
quite to the contrary, in fact: a reanalysis of the meaning of wieder that made it sco-
pal would explain its spread to different environments. von Stechow (1996) provides a
decomposition-based account on which the counterdirectional reading of again is not in any
way different from other restitutive readings. He gives the following meaning for again,
which, when it attaches to the result state description, gives rise to a restitutive reading.

(4.6) [[again]] = λSvtλ s : ∃s′[MAX(P)(s′) & s′ < s].P(s)

(adapted from von Stechow 1996, (3.7))

Where < denotes temporal precedence and MAX is defined thus, with v being the mereo-
logical part-whole-relation.6

(4.7) MAX = λSλ s.S(s) & ¬∃s′ = s[S(s′)] (von Stechow 1996, (3.8))

As a result, we get the following meaning for a verb phrase with counterdirectional again:

(4.8) the soup cool againREST

a. λe.BECOME(e)(again(λ s.the soup is cooler than before e in s))

b. � there is a time before s so that at that time, the soup was cooler than it was
directly before e

A straightforward distribution of the soup’s temperature to fulfill this would be thus:

(4.9)
t0 t1 t2

T 10◦ 15◦ 12◦

We can then say that from t1 to t2, the soup cooled againREST. There are also scenarios of
another kind that fulfill the presupposition:

(4.10)
t0 t1 t2

T 12◦ 15◦ 10◦

Note that the soup has never had as low a temperature as after the even between t1 and t2.
But the presupposition does not require that the soup has ever had the particular temperature

6In order to avoid some of the mereological problems this raises, the requirement could just as easily be
formulated in terms of temporal overlap.
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that it has after the event; all that is needed is that the temperature has once been lower than
directly before the event before, which is the case here.

Possible Triviality and Focus

There is one worry about this analysis. Consider the following scenario, with a contin-
uous falling of the soup’s temperature between t0 and t2.

(4.11)
t0 t1 t2

T 15◦ 12◦ 10◦

With an intuitive meaning for wieder on which it merely requires that a state of the relevant
kind held at some time before, it seems to yield a trivial presupposition in this case. The
whole event that we are talking about lasts from t0 to t2. Its result state only begins to hold
at t2, and the presupposition is that some time before that result state, the soup was cooler
than before the whole event. But this presupposition is fulfilled by the state that the soup is
in at t1: t1 is before t2 and therefore before the result state of the whole event, and at t1, the
temperature is 12 degrees, which is less than the 15 degrees before the event.

This means that the presupposition of restitutive wieder is actually trivially fulfilled in
any gradual change, which is definitely not what we wanted. But recall that von Stechow’s
(1996) definition contains the MAX-operator: the state that fulfills the relevant property
must have been a maximal state with respect to the predicate and therefore cannot be tem-
porally conntected to the result state of the event, because otherwise the two states would
both be parts of one longer state of the soup being cooler than before the event.

Another way to treat this may have to do with focus. The maximality condition is
intended to establish the existence of an intermediate state or event. But the nature of this
event is dependent on focus:

(4.12) a. Dann
then

hat
has

Peter
Peter

wieder
again

[ ein
a

LIED
song

gesungen
sung

]F

� Peter had previously sung a song, and in between, he had done some-
thing else.

b. Dann hat Peter wieder [ ein LIED ]F gesungen.
� Peter had previously sung a song, and in between, he had sung something
else.
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c. Dann hat Peter wieder ein Lied [ geSUNgen. ]F

� Peter had previously sung a song, and in between, he had done some-
thing else with a song, e. g. recite it.

Crucially, when main stress falls on again itself, no intermediate event is implied.

(4.13) Dann
then

hat
has

Peter
Peter

WIEder
again

ein
a

Lied
song

gesungen.
sung

� Peter had previously sung a song, but this may have been immediately before
the second singing of a song.

Fabricius-Hansen (1983) mentions that this difference also exists with statives, and von
Stechow acknowledges that there is a repetitive reading of statives that does not presuppose
an intermediate contrary state, such as in (4.14a):

(4.14) a. Der
the

Kapitän
captain

ist
is

WIEder
again

nüchtern.
sober

b. Der Kapitön ist wieder NÜCHtern.

If this it true, it would be a problem for the above use of the maximality criterion. I am
not quite sure that it is, but in any case, the interaction of again and focus with DAs is
interesting. It has been observed that with a restitutive interpretation of again with DAs,
main stress always falls on the verb (cf. Pittner 2003). I take this to indicate that what
is focused is a part of the result state description, namely either the comparative operator
itself of the whole comparative adjective.

(4.15) a. The soup COOled again.
b. [ [ The soup ]1 [ BECOME [ again [ t1 [ [ COMPv ]F cool ] ] ] ] ]
c. [ [ The soup ]1 [ BECOME [ again [ t1 [ COMPv cool ]F] ] ] ]

The salient alternative that we need is this: being a state in which t1 is not cooler than at the
beginning of the event e that we are talking about. This is the property that an intermediate
state has to have in order for the presupposition to be fulfilled. I am not aware of any
thorough treatment of the interaction of focus with again, but it seems quite that whatever
is the correct analysis of it will also take care of the triviality problem.
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4.1.3 The Meaning of COMPv

One question that arises with respect to COMPv is whether it is a head in the functional
structure of the verb that takes the AP at the bottom as its complement or the head of a
DegP in the specifier of said AP. The first thing that is relevant to this is whether it can ever
be seen to move. Unfortunately, any movement is going to be sincerely restricted: COMPv

must somehow carry with it the meaning of a than-clause that contains an event variable
that is to be bound by the lambda in BECOME. Variable scope with respect to the object, if it
is at all that low, is not expected since DPs are known to be interveners for the movement of
DegPs (cf. Heim 2001). All that is left is adverbials modifying the result state description.

The case of again turns out to be non-decisive.

(4.16) a. Wide scope for again

again(λ s.MAX(λd1.the soup is d1-cool in s)> MAX(λd2.the soup was d2-
cool before e))

‘It is again the case that the degree that the soup has is greater than the
degree it had before e.’

b. Narrow scope for again

λ s.MAX(λd.the soup is again d-cool in s) > MAX(λd2.the soup was d2-
cool before e)

‘The maximal degree d such that the soup is again d cool is greater than the
degree it had before e.’

(4.16b) is hard to understand intuitively. It is almost equivalent to (4.16a), but depending
on the precise definition of again and the requirements on intermediate stages, it may result
in a falsehood in one kind of scenario where (4.16a) suffers from presupposition failure:
when the soup has never been cooler than before e, but there are two degrees of coolness
d1 and d2 so that d1 > d2 and the soup had d1 before d2, but both before the event. d1 will
then satisfy again, with d2 being responsible for the intermediate state. But since d1 is not
greater than the coolness of the soup before the event, the sentence “the soup cooled again”
will be false with (4.16b). I consider this weak evidence in favor of the immobility of
COMPv, since, as I said, the correct semantic and pragmatic analysis of again may prevent
this.7

7This argument for the status of COMPv as an immobile head is further weakened by the observation that
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Having almost modify a comparative result state makes no sense, so all that is left is
for-adverbials. For these purposes, I assume that they are, like again, simply adjuncts that
modify the result state predicate.

(4.17) a. Wide scope for for 20 minutes

λ s.MAX(λd1.the soup is d1-cool in s) > MAX(λd2.the soup was d2-cool
before e) & τ(s) = 20min
‘For 20 minutes, the soup is cooler than before e.’

b. Narrow scope for for 20 minutes

λ s.MAX(λd.the soup is d-cool in s & τ(s) = 20min)> MAX(λd2.the soup
was d2-cool before e)

‘The maximal degree that the soup keeps for 20 minutes is larger than the
degree it had before e.’

The two readings are again equivalent.8

Semantic considerations have proven ineffective in conclusively deciding whether COMPv

may move and must or cannot be a specifier. There is one further observation: more, when
forming a double comparative, is able to move out of the VP, as we will see shortly in
section 4.1.5. If we assume, as is often done, that phrases that quantify the difference value
are located in the specifier of DegP, then this would require movement from the specifier
of a specifier. This is syntactically unexpected, but if the assumptions about the underlying
structure are correct, is has to be possible, since there are also rare instances of double
comparatives in adjectival form:

(4.18) Bei
at

diesem
this

Paar
couple

ist
is

der
the

Mann
man

??(um)
by

mehr
more

älter
older

als
than

bei
at

jenem.9

that.one
‘??In this couple, the husband is older by more than in that one.’

I therefore find myself unable to provide a strong argument for one or the other view

readings corresponding to (4.16b) do not occur with adjectival comparatives either:

(i) Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

wieder
again

länger
longer

gemacht.
made

8If the adverbial is actually somewhere higher, above BECOME, the question of relative scope disappears
anyway.

9I owe this example to Daniel Büring.
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about the syntactic status of COMPv and have to remain agnostic about it, even though
immobility seems to be slightly favored by the evidence. The order of its arguments and
therefore its type differs slightly depending on the choice, but this is trivial. I will assume
the version specified above.

It was already mentioned above that COMPv has to semantically include a than-clause
with a free variable. This is a remarkable feature for a lexical entry, but I would not know
how to avoid it. It is not possible for the than-clause to be somehow missing and supplied
by the context, as it happens at times with comparatives.

(4.19) Context: We are talking about John’s rope, which is 40m long.

a. Peter made his one longer (than 40m).
b. #Peter lengthened his one.

Another difference apart from the ability to be contextually recovered is the admissibility
of German stressed noch.

(4.20) a. Gestern
yesterday

hat
has

Peter
Peter

sein
his

Seil
rope

NOCH
NOCH

länger
longer

gemacht.
made

‘Yesterday, Peter made his rope even longer.’
� Peter’s rope had already been considerably long before.

b. #Gestern
yesterday

hat
has

Peter
Peter

sein
his

Seil
rope

NOCH
NOCH

verlängert.
lengthened

Including the difference value argument, we end up with the following meaning for immo-
bile COMPv, where e is the free event variable and >/! < denotes the relation of immediate
temporal precedence.

(4.21) [[COMPv]] = λdλAd(e(vt))λxλ s.MAX(λd.A (d)(x)(s))≥
MAX(λd.∃s[s >< e & A (d)(x)(s)])+d

This just means that in the endstate s, the x’s degree of A -ness is by d higher than the
maximal degree it had immediately before the event e.
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4.1.4 The Object Position

Dobler (2008, 2009) argues on the basis of the scopal interaction of quantifiers with
restitutive wieder that the object in change-of-state verbs is actually an argument of the
verb and not of the result state. This is in opposition to the claim advanced by Jäger
and Blutner (2000) (and acknowledged in von Stechow (2007)) that öffnen ‘open’ has a
restitutive reading with an existential below wieder:

(4.22) Peter
Peter

hat
has

wieder
again

ein
a

Fenster
window

geöffnet.
opened

‘Peter opened a window again.’
� A window had been open before (but not necessarily the same).

Dobler argues that this is in fact a repetitive reading, where wieder attaches above BECOME,
but below the agent-introducing head. The basis for this is that doors never get open unless
they become open. However, I do not find this convincing. The event or state that satisfies
the presupposition of wieder normally has to be known to the speakers, or otherwise its
existence has to be accomodated. When (4.22) is uttered, it is perfectly sufficient to know
that a window had been open previously—no questions about when and how it came to be
so arise, as they would be expected to if accomodation of a becoming-event had to take
place.

Dobler’s position is not particularly strengthened by the fact that all her examples that
are supposed to more clearly show the impossibility of existentials in the scope of again
(with change-of-state verbs, as opposed to creation and some movement verbs) are some-
what questionable. Her primary examples involve an alleged resultative construction with
paint.

(4.23) Context: Sally owns one brown mouse and a great number of white mice. While

she is gone, Harry takes care of them and the brown mouse dies. Harry is freaked

out and wants to cover up the loss.

#Er
he

färbt
dyes

wieder
again

eine
a

Maus
mouse

braun.
brown

‘He dyes a mouse brown again.’
(Dobler 2008, (44))
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Kratzer (2004) argues quite convincingly that this construction differs from proper resul-
tatives and that braun is actually an adverb here. The most important difference is that it
can be turned into a question with wie ‘how’. Second, the verbs in these resultatives cannot
always be used as plain activity verbs, which she claims is possible for those that form true
resultatives.

(4.24) a. Sie
they

haben
have

die
the

Wand
wall

blau
blue

bemalt.
painted

‘They painted the wall blue.’
(Kratzer 2004, (18b))

b. Sie
they

haben
have

uns
us

arm
poor

geraubt.
robbed

‘They robbed us poor.’
(ibid., (11b))

(4.25) a. Wie
how

haben
have

sie
they

die
the

Wand
wall

bemalt?
painted

Blau.
blue

‘How did they paint the wall? Blue.’
(ibid., (20e))

b. *Wie
how

haben
have

sie
they

uns
us

geraubt?
robbed

(Arm.)
(poor)

(ibid., (22c))

(4.26) a. ??Sie
they

bemalten
painted

und
and

bemalten.10

painted

b. Sie
they

raubten
robbed

und
and

raubten.
robbed

(31a)

(ibid., (31a))

The only example Dobler gives that contains a proper change-of-state verb is (4.27).

(4.27) Context: Yesterday, Sally visited a popsicle factory. There she had the opportu-

nity to taste the popsicle mixture before it was frozen. She really loved it.

10German also has the verb malen ‘paint,’ with which this is possible. But verbs prefixed with be- rarely,
if ever, have an intransitive activity use.
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#Daheim
at.home

angekommen
arrived

hat
has

Sally
Sally

wieder
again

ein
a

Eis
popsicle

am Stiel geschmolzen.
melted

‘Once she was at home, Sally melted a popsicle again.’
(Dobler 2008, (47))

This, however, is also problematic: I doubt that it makes sense to say that in the factory,
there were molten popsicles. There was only the mixture—no individual popsicles.

I therefore conclude that there is nothing wrong with the simple assumption that the
object is located somewhere below BECOME in the result state description.

4.1.5 Simple and Double Comparatives

As we have seen, more can play the role of the sole comparative morpheme with a
closed-scale DA, as in (4.28).

(4.28) Peter dirtied his already dirty pants a little more when he changed the tires.
‘When he changed the tires, Peter caused his already dirty pants to be a little
more dirty than before.’

It must be assumed that POS may also be absent, but this is entirely innocent, as this oper-
ator is only responsible for setting the standard in unmodified positives and therefore not
directly linked to the morphological positive.

What deserves some attention is how the standard of comparison can be introduced. In
(4.28), there is no than-expression, so it must be recovered from the context, and when a
dirtying event is mentioned, the initial value surely becomes accessible in the relevant way.

Indexically specified values are also possible as the standard of comparison:

(4.29) Context: Peter’s old pants are hanging in the garage and have been mentioned

with respect to their dirtiness.

Soon Peter will have dirtied his new pants more than that.

What is said here is that soon Peter will have caused his pants to be dirtier than that, where
that identifies the dirtiness his old pants currently have.

The next possibility to try out is phrasal comparatives:
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(4.30) Context: Peter has two pairs of working pants. The old ones are very dirty and

hang around in the garage, while the new ones are in use. When the new pants

reach the level of dirtiness of the old ones, he is going to get another pair.

#When he changed the tires, Peter finally dirtied his new pants more than the old
ones.

The correctness of this judgment should perhaps be verified with more speakers than I
could ask.11 Either way, it would provide support for one or the other view on phrasal
comparatives: if the sentence is actually possible, then the analysis of phrasal comparatives
in which the plain DP is an argument than and is mapped to its degree of the relevant
property would be supported; if it is not, then this indicates that phrasal comparatives must
be traced to full than-clauses, as there would be no reason why the DegP should not stay
low and take the plain adjective as the relevant property.

It is also not possible to take the adjectival component of the result state description on
its own and copy it into a than-clause:

(4.31) *Peter dirtied his new pants more than the old ones were dirty.

The reconstructed than-clause must therefore at least contain the whole event description:

(4.32) Context: First Peter changed the tires, and in the course of it dirtied his pants

rather a lot. Then he proceeded—without any intermediate cleaning of the

pants—to clean the windows, after which his pants were yet a little dirtier.

Cleaning the windows, Peter dirtied his pants even more than he had already
in changing the tires.

Note that in the given context, a double comparative reading of (4.32) is actually false:
the amout of dirt that the pants caught was much greater in the tire-changing than in the

11The corresponding German sentence apparently sounds somewhat better. I suspect that this is due to the
ambiguity between past and perfect that the German morphological perfect exhibits, so that (ia) is construed
as (ib).

(i) a. Beim
at.the

Reifenwechseln
tire-changing

hat
has

Peter
Peter

endlich
finally

seine
his

neue
new

Hose
pants

mehr
more

verschmutzt
dirtied

als
than

die
the

alte.
old

b. Beim Reifenwechseln hat Peter endlich seine neue Hose mehr verschmutzt als Peter die alte
Hose verschmutzt hat.
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window-cleaning. Still, the sentence is true under the simple comparative reading in (4.33).

(4.33) a. Cleaning the windows, Peter caused his pants to be even more dirty than he
had caused them to be in changing the tires.

b. MAX(λd.Peter cleaning the windows CAUSE BECOME λ s. his pants are d-
dirty in s) > MAX(λd.Peter changing the tires CAUSE BECOME λ s. his pants
are d-dirty in s)

These results can be replicated with double comparatives. For all this, the composition of
the double comparative plays no role and I will remain agnostic as to whether it is simply
another DegP filling the difference argument position of COMPv or has to be decomposed
into a comparative of much, whatever the precise meaning of that be.

In double comparatives, recovery of the standard of comparison from context and in-
dexicals are possible, but phrasal comparatives are clearly not.

(4.34) Context: John had lengthened his rope 4m.

Peter lengthened his a little more, just to be sure.

(4.35) The rope would have had to be only 4m longer, but Peter lengthened it more than
that.

(4.36) Peter lenthened his rope more than John’s rope.

a. *‘∃n so that Peter lengthened his rope by n meters and John’s rope is shorter
than n meters.’

b. ‘Peter lengthened his rope more than he lengthened John’s rope.’

Interestingly, it is possible to express (4.36a), but with a different construction:

(4.37) Peter lengthened his rope by more than the total length of John’s rope.

At least in German, a subcomparative can fulfill the same function:

(4.38) Peter
Peter

hat
has

sein
his

Seil
rope

mehr
more

verlängert
lengthened

als
than

Hansens
John’s

Seil
rope

??(überhaupt)
(at.all)

lang
long

ist.
is

Of course, the usual intervention effects with DPs persist with DAs and the interpretations
below are impossible:
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(4.39) a. Peter lengthened a rope more than John.
*‘MAX(λd.there is a rope that Peter lengthened by d) > MAX(λd.there is
a rope that John lengthened by d)’

b. Peter lengthened every rope more than John.
*‘MAX(λd.Peter lengthened every rope by at least d) > MAX(λd.John
lengthened every rope by at least d)’

Having pointed out these facts, I will refrain from drawing any further conclusions about
the resolution of than-clauses.

4.1.6 Atelicity and Result States

In (4.11), we were faced with the puzzle that a state that fits the result state description
(e. g. the soup being cooler than before the event) can be reached before the whole event
is finished. This phenomenon is not restricted to degree achievements. Despite claims to
the contrary by Gehrke (2008), atelic directional PPs are compatible with restitutive wieder

as well, which on the decompositional view we have adopted is strong evidence for the
presence of a result state description.

(4.40) Nach
after

den
the

vielen
many

Jahren
years

im
in.the

Krieg
war

ging
went

es
it

für
for

Hans
John

nun
now

wieder
again

richtung
towards

Heimat.12

home.country
After the many years in the war, John was now on his way back home.

This raises some questions about the ontology of states and becoming events and there-
fore about the definition of the BECOME-operator. It is way beyond the scope of this thesis
to adjudicate between the various possible definitions. However, I want to point out that I
believe that durative adverbials (cf. Piñón 1999) will play a crucial role here.

(4.41) a. The gap widened for 20 minutes.
b. Der Spalt verbreiterte sich für 20 Minuten.

12I thank Arnim von Stechow for suggesting this excellent example, which makes the point more forcefully
than the ones I had invented.
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Obviously, the English sentence has a reading on which the widening itself took 20 minutes,
but that’s not what we’re after, and for the German version, the result-state-oriented reading
is strongly preferred. But what is it that lasts for 20 minutes? I see four possibilities:
(i) The gap stays the same width for 20 minutes after the maximal widening event. (ii)
The gap stays at least the same width as after the maximal widening event for at least
20 minutes. (iii) The gap stays wider than before the widening for 20 minutes after the
maximal widening event. (iv) The total time that the gap spends in a state of being wider
than before the widening is 20 minutes.

(4.42) Scenario (i)

TIME 10 20 30

W
ID

T
H

(4.43) Scenario (ii)

TIME 10 20 30

W
ID

T
H

(4.44) Scenario (iii)
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4.1 (De)composing DAs

TIME 10 20 30

W
ID

T
H

(4.45) Scenario (iv)

TIME 10 20 30

W
ID

T
H

To see what these possibilities each imply, let us define the result state description W :

(4.46) W = λ s.the gap is wider than before e in s

Let us further use d0 to refer to the initial width of the gap, and de as an abbreviation for
the definite description “the width of the gap after the maximal widening event.”

(i) makes strong predictions about the metaphysics of states. It means that an individ-
ual state consists in the gap having a particular width, and once that value is changed in
whatever direction, the state ends. This makes the definition of BECOME rather simple:

(4.47) BECOME1 = λSvtλe.∃s[S(s) & e >< s]

This relation holds between a predicate of states and an event if there is a state that im-
meditely follows the event of which the predicate holds. The addition of the durative ad-
verbial would be very simple: the information that the state lasts for 20 minutes would
simply be added to the result state description. The verb phrase of (4.41) would thus have
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the following meaning:

(4.48) λe.∃s[W (s) & e >< s & τ(s) = 20min]

Since the identity of any state is defined by the particular degree involved, it is guaranteed
that there is no s′ = s that starts before the end of e, and at the same time we get for free
that we are talking about the maximal widening event.

In (ii), things are slightly more complicated. What seems to determine the identity of
states here is that the width of the gap is equal or above a certain value. If we just took the
definitions from above, it would get extremely close to (iii): we need a state of the gap’s
width being greater or equal d, for some d, that fulfills the existentially quantified formula
in (4.48). But d could get arbitrarily close to d0! Of course, the maximal state of the gap
being d0-wide would start before the end of e, but we could just take the substate that starts
directly after e. This is illustrated in (4.49):

(4.49) Scenario (ii)

TIME 10 20 30

W
ID

T
H                                                             

                      

s2

s3

s1

The state we want to need to fulfill our existentially quantified formula is s1, in which the
gap is de-wide. But with the above definitions, s3, in which the gap is only 1

2(de+d0)-wide,
is also a possible witness. The difference that we have to exploit is that s3 is a substate of
s2, while s1 isn’t a substate of anything. With suitable restrictions on mereological fusion
of states (i. e. no fusion of states that are defined by a different threshold degree), the
BECOME-operator can be thus amended:

(4.50) BECOME2 = λSvtλe.∃s[S(s) & e >< s & ¬∃s′ = s[BEG(s′)< BEG(s)]]

The integration of the temporal adverbial can then proceed as above.
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Scenario (iii) makes things yet worse. For discrete time and degree scales, it is equiv-
alent to the onology of (ii) with BECOME1 instead of the new BECOME2. If the time and
degree scales are dense, however, we probably need a new kind of state, to which W does
not only apply, but for which W is constitutive: states of the gap being wider than before e,
as opposed to states in which the gap is wider than before e.13

With this amended ontology, BECOME1 is still fine. The state that satisfies it is s2, which
is a substate of s1:

(4.51) Scenario (iii)

TIME 10 20 30

W
ID

T
H                       

s2

                                      s1

Finally, (iv) is like (iii), except that in the definition of BECOME, e >< s has to be replaced
with ∃s′′ v s[e >< s′′].

One further element is to be added to any of these BECOME-operators that was irrel-
evant for our examples: the condition that ¬∃s′[s′ >< e & S(s′)]. This is not needed for
comparative DAs because the comparative, which is dependent on the event variable, al-
ways forces a change with respect to the state before the event. But for positive DAs, we
need this addition to guarantee that a change of state takes place at all.

It is very unclear to me which of the above possibilities is actually correct, except
perhaps that it’s not (i). The issue seems to me to be complicated by implicatures and
vagueness and to require the careful analysis of quantitative data.

13I refuse to delve any deeper into the complications that arise once one uses an interval semantics on a
dense time scale here.
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4.2 DAs with Paths

In this section, I want to present two kinds of constructions that involve degree achieve-
ments and directional prepositional phrases which have so far been ignored in the litera-
ture14 as worthy targets for further research.

4.2.1 The Measure Path Construction

The first construction involves what one could call measure paths and exists in both
English and German, but I will focus my attention on German, as I have better access to
those data. What I have in mind is this:

(4.52) a. Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

auf
onto

5
5

Meter
meters

verlängert.
lengthened

b. Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

auf
onto

eine
a

Länge
length

von
of

5
5

Metern
meters

verlängert.
lengthened

c. Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

auf
onto

eine
a

beträchtliche
considerable

Länge
length

verlängert.
lengthened

The first curious fact to notice is that it is not necessary to mention the name of the unit.
However, the construction is still only possible with stubbornly relative DAs that have
named units.

(4.53) a. *Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Bild
painting

auf
onto

eine
a

beträchtliche
considerable

Schönheit
beauty

verschönert.
beautified

b. *Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Bild
painting

auf
onto

eine
a

beträchtliche
considerable

Qualität
quality

verbessert.
improved

Measure paths are also possible with DAs from negative polar antonyms.

(4.54) a. Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

auf
onto

5
5

Meter
meters

verkürzt.
shortened

b. Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

auf
onto

eine
a

Länge
length

von
of

5
5

Meter
meters

shortened.
lengthened

c. Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

auf
onto

eine
a

sehr
very

geringe
little

Länge
length

verkürzt.
shortened

14See Gawron (2005) for a discussion of stative readings of DAs with paths.
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While the measure path construction always requires a goal-PP, sources can be added, as
can um-phrases. In such cases, the order of the components is fixed.

(4.55) a. Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

(von
(from

2
2

Metern)
meters)

(um
(by

3
3

Meter)
meters)

auf
onto

5
5

Meter
meters

verlängert.
lengthened

b. Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

(von
(from

einer
a

Länge
length

von
of

2
2

Metern)
meters)

(um
(by

3
3

Meter)
meters)

auf
onto

eine
a

Länge
length

von
of

5
5

Metern
meters

verlängert.
lengthened

c. Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

(von
(from

einer
a

schon
already

beträchtlichen
considerable

Länge)
length)

(um
(by

20
20

Meter)
meters)

auf
onto

eine
a

noch
even

beträchtlichere
considerable.COMP

Länge
length

verlängert.
lengthened

It is also possible to mix the different kinds of measure paths:

(4.56) Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

von
from

mickrigen
mere

2
2

Metern
meters

auf
onto

eine
a

beträchtliche
considerable

Länge
length

verlängert.
lengthened

A source-PP without a goal is only admissible when the goal can be contextually recovered.

(4.57) A: Deine
your

Hausarbeit
homework

hat
has

50
50

Seiten
pages

– das
that

ist
is

zu
too

lang.
long

‘Your homework has 50 pages—that’s too much.’
B: Aber

but
ich
I

hab’
have

sie
her

doch
DISC.PART

schon
already

von
from

70
70

Seiten
pages

gekürzt!
shortened

‘But I already shortened it from 70 pages!’

A similar phenomenon can be observed with genuine source-PPs in movement verbs, the
clearest instances of which are PPs with von.

(4.58) Peter
Peter

ist
is

seit
since

gestern
yesterday

in
in

Linz.
Linz

Er
he

ist
is

übrigens
by.the.way

diesmal
this.time

vom
from

Westbahnhof
Westbahnhof

gefahren.
gefahren
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‘Peter is in Linz since yesterday. By the way, he went there from Westbahnhof
this time.’

Strict order is also observed with respect to wieder: repetitive wieder precedes the source,
restitutive wieder follows it.15

(4.59) a. REPETITIVE

Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

wieder
again

von
from

2
2

Metern
meters

auf
onto

10
10

Meter
meters

verlängert.
lengthened

� Peter had previously lengthened the rope from 2 to 10 meters.
b. RESTITUTIVE

Peter
‘Peter

hat
has

das
the

Seil
rope

von
from

2
2

Metern
meters

wieder
again

auf
onto

10
10

Meter
meters

verlängert.
lengthened

� The rope had previously had a length of 10 meters.

It must be noted that (4.59a) with neutral intonation is actually a decidedly weird utterance.
Of course, it is not usual to say that a lengthening from 2 meters to 5 meters was repeated,
but with main stress on wieder, the sentence improves. The explanation for this will have to
be given by a thorough treatment of the interaction of wieder and focus, which we already
identified as a desideratum above.

The measure path construction shows an interesting difference vis-á-vis movement
verbs in terms of intonation. While the neutral stress pattern in sentences with movement
verbs has main stress on the goal, the measure path construction has neutral main stress on
the verb.

(4.60) a. Peter
Peter

ist
is

nach
to

WIEN
Vienna

gefahren.
driven

b. Peter ist nach Wien geFAHren.

(4.60a)

is neutral, whereas (4.60b) constrasts fahren with other manners of movement.

15In fact, this restriction applies to all verbal constructions with true source-PPs. It is important to distin-
guish those from things like von . . . weg ‘away from,’ which I would argue are actually goal-PPs.
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(4.61) a. Peter hat das Seil auf 5 Meter verLÄNgert.
b. Peter hat das Seil auf 5 MEter verlängert.
c. Peter hat das Seil auf FÜNF Meter verlängert.
d. Peter hat das Seil auf FÜNFII Meter verLÄNIgert.

Here, on the other hand, (4.61a) is neutral, and (4.61b) contrasts meters with another unit
of measurement. (4.61c) contrasts five with another number. (4.61d) is perhaps the most
natural of all options, as sentences with measure paths are rarely uttered out of the blue: it
contrasts fünf with a previously mentioned length, but primary stress is still on verlängern.

On a decompositional approach, this is especially remarkable: it suggests that the result
state description of the verb is present (and stressed) in addition to the goal-PP, while it is
very unclear how this should be implemented syntactically.

4.2.2 DAs with Spatial Paths

Besides the measure path construction, there are also cases where genuinely spatial
paths are used to specify the initial and final degrees.

(4.62) Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Kabel
cable

von
from

der
the

Küche
kitchen

(bis)
(until)

in
into

den
the

Garten
garden

verlängert.
lengthened

‘Peter lengthened the cable from the kitchen into the garden.’

(4.63) Der
the

Efeu
ivy

ist
is

im
in

letzten
the

Jahr
last

vom
year

unteren
from

Rand
the

des
lower

Fensters
edge

bis
the

zum
window.GEN

Dach
until

gewachsen.
to.the roof grown

‘In the last year, the ivy grew from the lower edge of the window up to the roof.’

What is said in (4.62) is that before the event, the cable goes only so far as to the kitchen,
and after the event, it goes further into the garden. In (4.63), the ivy first only reaches the
window, and after the event, it also goes from the window to the roof.

Apart from its meaning, there are two further respects in which this use of paths with
DAs differs from the measure path construction. The first is intonation. While we saw
before that in the measure path construction, main stress on the verb is neutral, sentences
like (4.62) show the intonation pattern of movement verbs.
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(4.64) a. UNMARKED

Peter hat das Kabel (von der Küche) (bis) in den GARten verlängert.
b. CONTRASTIVE16

Peter hat das Kabel (von der Küche) (bis) in den Garten verLÄNgert.

The second difference is that this construction is not straightfowardly possible with negative
polar antonyms:

(4.65) *Peter
Peter

hat
has

das
the

Kabel
cable

vom
from.the

Garten
garden

(bis)
(until)

in
into

die
the

Küche
kitchen

verkürzt.
shortened

(4.66) *Der
the

Efeu
ivy

ist
is

vom
from.the

Dach
roof

(bis)
(until)

unter
below

das
the

Fensterbrett
windowsill

geschrumpft.
shrinked

The construction just described is to be distinguished from the following case:

(4.67) a. Der
the

Tank
tank

füllte
filled

sich
REFL

bis
until

2
2

Meter
meters

unter
below

dem
the

Rand.
border.

‘The tank filled up to 2 meters below the edge.’

(4.67) relies on a property of the lexical item full, which already by itself can be modified
by a path:

(4.68) Der
the

Tank
tank

ist
is

bis
until

zwei
two

Meter
meters

unter
below

dem
the

Rand
border

voll.
full

‘The tank is full up to two meters below the edge.’

Furthermore, source PPs are not possible here:

(4.69) *Der
the

Tank
tank

füllte
filled

sich
REFL

von
from

4
4

Metern
meters

(unter
below

dem
the

Rand)
border

bis
until

2
2

Meter
meters

unter
below

dem
the

Rand.
border

‘The height to which the tank was filled before the event was 4 meters below the
edge before and 2 meters below the edge after the event.’

While this is an interesting phenomenon in its own right, it must not be confused with the
more general type exemplified in (4.62).

16The utterance is rather absurd, as it is unclear what lengthen could resonably be contrasted with.
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4.3 Conclusion

4.3 Conclusion

I have suggested in this chapter that one should perhaps give up the goal of linking
the two readings of DAs too closely. As an alternative, it was proposed to conceive of
the ambiguity as rooted in morphological underspecification, and an implementation in a
decompositional framework was suggested: a comparative operator may or may not be
inserted in the result state description of the verb. This approach is able to capture the am-
biguity also in DAs with lower-closed scales and to derive both readings of more with DAs.
Furthermore, it seems to offer at least some resources for explaining the morphological fact
that the only DAs (in German and English) that ever contain comparative morphology do
not show the ambiguity.

The virtue of the proposal, if it has any, consists not in being a definitive solution,
but in having several loose ends that could lead to further research. First, it makes the
cross-linguistic comparison of deadjectival verbs look like an important desideratum. Do
all languages show these two classes of degree achievements, and are they always derived
from the same kinds of underlying adjectives? If so—and this is a question that also touches
on cognitive psychology—why? Second, third, and nth, it is relevant to the analysis of
restitutive again, the theory of comparative ellipsis, the ontology of states and events, and,
in light of what we saw at the end of chapter 2, even the analysis of spatial paths.

Finally, two constructions that involve DAs with measure phrases were presented in
their phenomenology. They do not fit into any analysis I know of, and how they are to
be integrated has to be left to further research, as the answer will require much progess in
several areas of verbal semantics.
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The principal result of this investigation of degree achievements is a large number of
questions pertaining to various areas.

In chapter 1, it was argued that Kennedy and McNally’s (2005) insistence on the relation
between the scale structure of a adjective and the standard of comparison in the positive is
indeed justified: if the scale is closed from above, a maximal standard is strongly preferred,
and if the scale is closed from below, the minimum standard is taken as a strong default.
Under as-yet unclear circumstances, however, this can be overridden and replaced by a
contextual standard. Kennedy’s view seems to be that all this is somehow accomplished by
the heavily context dependend standard function, while Husband (forthcoming) suggests
an ambiguity between different positive operators. But in any case, no principle has been
found to derive these strong defaults.

It was furthermore pointed out that the modifiers completely, slighty and almost (and,
of course, their various near-synonyms), which have been used as diagnostics for scale
structure in adjectives, are very ill-understood, as they are by no means restricted to the
kinds of scale structure they were supposed to diagnose (upper-closed for completely and
almost, lower-closed for slightly), but still seem to be drawn towards them. Much empir-
ical and theoretical work will be needed to answer the questions that their compositional
treatment raises. The first question is what they take as their arguments. (i) A measure
function, (ii) a relation between individuals and degrees, or (iii) a predicate of individuals?
The second, and rather profound, question is what their contribution to the meaning of the
sentence is: do completely and slightly only contribute a certain relation to the endpoints of
a scale, where the real work is done on the adjective in order to get closed scales also from
originally open-scale or even non-scalar expressions? If so, is this done by operators in the
syntax, or rather in the lexicon? Or do the modifiers themselves contribute all this through
a substantive lexical semantics? Then what is the precise role the degree argument plays in
formal semantic representations?
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In chapter 2, it was argued, that the ambiguity of degree achievements should be con-
ceived of not as between telic and atelic, but as between a positive endstate and a compar-

ative endstate, each of which may or may not be modified. Expanding on work by Kearns
(2007), it was demonstrated that the availability of a positive endstate depends on the scale
structure: if the scale of the underlying adjective is closed from above, the positive endstate
reading is a strong default (which can, however, be overridden with the right modifiers).
It was pointed out that this also extends to DAs with lower-closed scales, which have not
hitherto been considered in the debate. Open-scale DAs, on the other hand, seem to always
have a comparative endstate reading. The argument made crucial use of modifiers, which
can appear with both positive and comparative endstate readings, as diagnostics, which at
the same time made them into an explanandum as well.

Based on Bobaljik (2010), it was also shown that DAs also seem to divide into two
classes with respect to morphology: only those with open scales show morphological re-
flexes of the comparative, while those with closed scales never do—at least in German and
English.

Finally, some hints were given about the occurence of variability between something
like positive and comparative endstates beyond the narrow domain of gradable adjectives.
The first step led to open, which does not form a comparative, but is modifiable by far and
its comparative further. Apart from that, it bears a very close resemblance to adjectives
with lower-closed scales, and the corresponding verb behaves accordingly. Why exactly
that is so and what role far plays is an open question. However, the phenomenon was
observed even one step further into the locative domain: Movement verbs with the German
directional PPs nach oben/unten/links/etc. behave very similarly to open, even though their
scalar properties are not even clear—they seem to be heavily context dependent.

Chapter 3 dealt with existing analyses of degree achievements. It was shown that
Dowty’s (1979) original take on them, and Abusch’s (1986) extension thereof, are mis-
guided in that they altogether miss the crucial role of scale structure and modifiers. Hay
et al. (1999) propose to derive the positive endstate readings pragmatically as implicatures,
but fail to provide any mechanism for this. As a result, they provide little in terms of ex-
planatory value, and there are also strong empirical arguments against such an approach:
the occurence of positive modifiers with DAs and the fact that the positive endstate reading
can be in the scope of other operators like almost. Rett’s (2008) (unelaborated) suggestion
to link the positive endstate readings of DAs to evaluative degree constructions proved to
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be unworkable on closer investigation.

Kennedy and Levin’s (2008) theory rises above these others. Their analysis formally
links the two readings of DAs to the choice of standard in positive adjectives and thereby
has genuine explanatory force to offer, and it even seems to have resources to capture many
degree modifiers. Unfortunately, there are two crucial facts that it does not and cannot, as
far as I can see, be amended to explain: the ambiguity of DAs with lower-closed scales,
and the existence of both simple and double comparative readings with more.

Precisely due to these latter two facts, I propose in chapter 4 to just accept the ambiguity
as real, but state it in terms that make it look not quite so bad: morphological underspeci-
fication. Assuming a decompositional approach to verbal semantics, this should somehow
effect the optional presence of a comparative or positive operator in the result state descrip-
tion. I do not consider the technical details of the implementation of underspecification
important at this point, but I give a sketch using the theory of agree of Zeijlstra (2008),
resulting in the following structure:

BECOME

[iBEC]
the pants (

COMPv/POS

[iCOMP]/[iPOS]

)
dirty

[uBEC]

Contra Dobler (2008, 2009), the initial position of the object below BECOME is argued to
be correct.

Degree achievements from open-scale adjectives, on the other hand, are specified for
containing a comparative, which would also explain the morphological facts to some de-
gree,17 and it was briefly speculated that this might be because positive endstate readings
would be too rare to be acquired. Note that such a theory of DAs is independent from the
claim that there are no open-scale DAs with positive endstate readings: if, for instance,
cool does not have a closed scale after all, it would not be a problem.

This approach raises interesting questions. First, it would obviously be interesting to

17In particular, it explains why only open-scale DAs ever contain the comparative, but not why they don’t
always.
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see what the crosslinguistic situation with respect to deadjectival verbs is: is there variation,
or do we always find the same morphological and semantic pattern as in English? If yes,
why is this so. Second, the fact that these verbs have a result state represented despite being
atelic has consequences for the analysis of again and the ontology of states. And third, it
would be interesting to see how it extends into the realm of direction expressions in light
of the data from the end of chapter 2.

Finally, I described two constructions that involve degree achievements and diretional
PPs as yet another explanandum.
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APPENDIX A

ABSTRACT (GERMAN)

Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der semantischen analyze sogenannter Degree Achieve-

ments, also verbaler Konstruktionen, die eine Änderung hinsichtlich einer gradierbaren
Eigenschaft beschreiben, im besonderen dem Problem der Ambiguität zwischen telischen
und atelischen Lesarten, die vielen dieser Verben eignet.

Zu diesem Zweck bietet das 1. Kapitel einen Überblick über das Verhalten gradierbarer
Adjektive unter besonderer Berücksichtigung ihrer Skaleneigenschaften. Es wird argumen-
tiert, dass die in Kennedy and McNally (2005) dargestellte Ansicht, dass die Skaleneigen-
schaften den Standard im Positiv des Adjektivs bestimmen, im Grunde korrekt ist, wobei
allerdings eine zufriedenstellende theoretische Implementierung noch aussteht. Insbeson-
dere bei der Betrachtung von Gradmodifikatoren wie ganz und etwas treten schwierige Fra-
gen über Kompositionalität und das Verhältnis von formaler Semantik und konzeptueller
Bedeutung auf.

Im 2. Kapitel wird die Klasse der Verben, um die es gehen soll, vorgestellt. Es wird
vorgeschlagen, die Ambiguität als eine zwischen Positiv- und Komparativendzuständen

zu erfassen, welche nur in Abwesenheit von Gradmodifikatoren mit der Unterscheidung
zwischen Telizität und Atelizität zusammenfällt. Aufbauend auf Arbeiten von Hay (1998)
und Kearns (2007) wird die Abhängigkeit der Existenz eines Positivendzustandes von den
Eigenschaften der zugrundeliegenden Skalen gezeigt, wobei darauf hingewiesen wird, dass
diese auch für unten geschlossene Skalen gilt, die bislang in verbalem Zusammenhang
keine Erwähnung erfahren haben. Besondere Aufmerksamkeit wird dem Vorkommen von
Gradmodifikatoren mit Verben geschenkt, da diese sowohl diagnostische Bedeutung haben,
als auch an sich ein zusätzliches analytisches Problem darstellen. Schließlich wird darauf
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hingewiesen, dass eine Ambiguität wie zwischen einem Positiv- und einem Komparativre-
sultatzustand gelegentlich auch ohne zugrundeliegende gradierbare Adjektive im Bereich
direktionaler Ausdrücke auftritt.

Kapitel 3 beinhaltet eine Besprechung existierender analyze von Degree Achievements,
die vor dem empirischen Hintergrund der vorangegangenen Kapitel bewertet werden. Es
zeigt sich, dass der auf dem Positiv basierende Ansatz von Dowty (1979) und Abusch
(1986) fehlgeleitet ist, da er die Bedeutung der Skalenstruktur in keiner Weise erfasst.
Die von Hay et al. (1999) in den Raum gestellte Behauptung, dass es sich bei den Posi-
tivendzuständen um Implikaturen handle, zeigt sich als von geringem Erklärungswert und
darüber hinaus empirisch inadäquat, sobald Modifikatoren betrachtet werden. Es wird
sodann versucht, Retts (2008) Vorschlag, die Positivendzustand-Lesarten mit evaluativen
Gradkonstruktionen in Zusammenhang zu bringen, auszuformulieren, was sich jedoch als
unmöglich erweist. Schließlich wird die komparativbasierte analyze von Kennedy and
Levin (2008) für die beste existierende befunden, da sie den größten explanatorischen Wert
hat und außerdem eine Basis für die Behandlung zumindest einiger Modifikatoren bietet.
Jedoch zeigt sich auch diese in einigen theoretischen und empirischen Belangen als un-
zufriedenstellend.

Im 4. Kapitel wird schließlich der Vorschlag vorgebracht, die Ambiguität auf morphol-
ogische Unterspezifizierung zurückzuführen. Eine Formulierung dessen wird in Rahmen
der dekompositionalen Betrachtungsweise von Verben skizziert, wobei die Struktur des
Verbs optional einen Komparativoperator enthält, wenn nicht, wie bei einer Klasse von
Verben, das Vorkommen des Komparativs als notwendig spezifiziert ist. Sodann werden
einige Fragen, die diese Betrachtungsweise aufwirft, dargestellt, im Detail jedoch weiterer
Forschung überlassen. Schließlich werden zwei bislang unbeachtete Konstruktionen von
Degree Achievements mit direktionalen Pfaden beschrieben, die auf dem Weg zu einem
vollständigen Verständnis von Gradänderung zu erklären wären.
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APPENDIX B

ABSTRACT (ENGLISH)

This thesis is concerned with the semantics of so-called degree achievement verbs, i e.
verbs that describe a change in a gradable property, in particular the problem of explaining
the ambiguity between telic and atelic readings that many of these verbs exhibit.

To that end, the 1st chapter contains an overview of the behavior of gradable adjectives
with particular attention to their scale properties. It is argued that the view presented in
Kennedy and McNally (2005) that scale properties determine the standard of the positive
is essentially correct, while a precise theoretical implementation is still lacking. Espe-
cially once degree modifiers like completely and slightly are taken into account, troubling
questions about compositionality and the interaction of formal semantics and conceptual
meaning arise.

In chapter 2, the class of degree achievements is introduced. It is argued that their
ambiguity is best stated as being between a comparative and a positive endstate, which
only in the absence of modifiers corresponds to atelicity and telicity. Building on work
by Hay (1998) and Kearns (2007), the existence of a positive endstate reading is shown to
be linked to closed scales, and it is pointed out that this also applies to scales closed from
below, which have so far been ignored in the context of degree achievements. Particular at-
tention is paid to the occurence of degree modifiers with verbs, which is important both for
diagnostic purposes and as a problem of its own. Finally, it is pointed out that the ambiguity
between different kinds of endstates seems to extend slightly beyond verbs corresponding
to gradable adjectives into the locative domain.

Chapter 3 is devoted to existing analyses of degree achievements, which are evalu-
ated on the basis of the empirical findings of the previous chapters. Dowty’s (1979) and
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Abusch’s (1986) positive-based proposal is found to be headed in entirely the wrong direc-
tion due to the fact that it completely misses the importance of scale structure. Hay et al.’s
(1999) claim that positive endstates arise through implicature is shown to be severely lack-
ing in explanatory value and empirically inadequate once degree modifiers are taken into
account. An attempt is made to follow Rett’s (2008) suggestion to link positive endstate
readings to evaluative degree constructions, but is abandoned as a dead end. Finally, the
comparative-based analysis of Kennedy and Levin (2008) is found to be the best we have,
as it does have explanatory value and also provides a basis for an account of certain degree
modifiers. However, it is still lacking in some theoretical and empirical respects.

In chapter 4, it is proposed to capture the ambiguity in terms of morphological un-
derspecification. An implementation of this is sketched in a decompositional framework,
where the structure of the verb optionally contains a comparative operator, except in a
class of verbs that are morphologically specified for including a comparative. Some ques-
tions that this raises are posed, but their details are left to further research. Finally, two
as-yet unnoticed constructions that involve degree achievements and directional preposi-
tional phrases are presented as a further obstacle on the way to a thorough understanding
of degree achievements.
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